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rs'Forum
More NM&A in Sunstone
I thought the last issue excellent-but
why duplicate what Dialogue and B m
Studies can do? I liked the departments
and tone of Nezu Messenger 6 Advocate.
I liked the ads because they were the
only way many of us can hear of
LDS-oriented products and books, not
to mention the source of income for
the magazine. Would like to see more
of N M b A in Sunstone.
Scott Smith
Thousand Oaks, California
Praise for Orson Scott Card
I have read articles by Orson Scott
Card in several magazines and
especially enjoyed reading his play
Father, Mother, Mother, and M o m .
However, when I read "The Day the
Nonmembers Moved In" (Sunstone,
March-April), I thought I would split
laughing. (I grew up in a small Utah
community and that attitude is very
prevalent.) However, after I quit
laughing, I did some serious thinking.
That article contains more truth than
fiction, and there lies the sadness: that
we as supposedly good Latter-day
saints have this attitude. Hopefully,
this article will help some of us to see
ourselves as we really are and to
change.
I also enjoyed "Saintspeak" in
Sunstone May-June. After reading it, I
started to listen to myself and was
amazed that anyone other than a
Mormon could understand half of
what I said. I never realized that we
have such an exclusive way of
speaking. Keep u p the good work,
Brother Card. We need to be reminded
of our weaknesses as well as our
strengths!
Karleen B. Liebschutz
Salt Lake City, Utah
Response to "Bye Bye B Y U
Being of sound discriminating taste, I
am appalled at the insensitive
assumptions made by Mssrs. Bliss and
Gump in the last issue's review of the
Mormon Players ("Bye Bye BYU,"
July-August). I would be the first to
say that theatre at BYU is not a
standard; I grew up on Broadway,
which is the standard of excellence,
and the quality of drama at the "Y"
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has always fared poorly in my
thinking. In respect
the
I feel the
needs enthusiasm and
than censure.
Most disheartening in the article was
the statement that the authors had
attended only one of the three plays
presented in repertory, the one with
which the authors were vaguely
familiar. It was then assumed that the
sad faring of Bye Bye Birdie also held
true for the other two shows. The
M ~ n n o nPlayers were assumed to be a
dismal failure.
On the contrary, I was pleased with
their success. I saw the shows on
consecutive nights (as a true patron of
repertory should do). Having been
chagrined after Bye Bye Birdie, I took
heart in the delightful Where's Charley?
and found Kiss M e Kate superb, both
visually and musically.
Concerning the advent of repertory at
I, for one, give my applause and
blessing to continue. Choosing musical
theatre was a smart
for a first
year. It is very difficult to pull off
professionally, and yet it's perfect for
the contemporary Mormon
audience~wholesomebut convincing,
Next year understand we are to have
a mixture of lights and heavies: Rogers
and Hammerstein's Carousel in rep
with Shaw's massive St. Joan. It will be
a challenge of high magnitude-BYU
may well be on the road to achieving
theatrical stature.
-,-heatre is not always meant to move,
improve, and elevate. Often it is
meant to
and entertain. The
authors have made an inadvertent stab
at the art form of musical theatre,
which does not seem to have been
their intention, nor conclusion. If they
were sincere patrons of good theatre,
they would have attended all three
plays with an open mind, regardless of
their prior experience with theatre of
this nature.
I found the review insulting nonsense.
Criticism of this nature should be left
to the insipid contrivances of the
current Mormon theatre, such as the
works of Doug Stewart and Scott Card.
D. Fletcher
Provo, Utah

Sunstone and the Arts
My husband and I have had sor
stimulating discussions about the Ideas
we have encountered in Sunstone. As a
commercial artist and former fine arts
student I have been very impressed
and much encouraged by your
attention to contemporary LDS art and
the nice layout of Sunstone (though I
was a bit worried last winter about the
latter). I have always felt that when
the Church referred to "the arts" they
meant music, drama, and maybe the
paintings at the Visitors' Center. It's
nice to see the spotlight begin to shift
to more contemporary visual art and
artists.
Again-it's a fascinating and
thought-provoking publication. Keep
the good work-itrs fun to see the
changes Sunstone goes through (and to
recognize familir names now and
then), and I really think you're on the
right track.
Kary Nelson
Los Angeles, California
Divinity Schools vs.
Schools of Religion
I very much appreciated your recent
article, "Saints in Divinity Schools,"
(May-June 1978). It was good to get
Some idea
the number of LDS
students involved in the academic
I agree that this
phenomenon may have "significant
implications for the intellectual and
'piritual
of Mormonism
worldwide." However, your article
was confusing in several respects and
also raises some interesting questions.
Your use of the labels "divinity
schools" and "schools of religion"
perpetuates a confusion in that you
blur the key distinction between
theological studies-that course of
study which is more sectarian in
orientation and which is pursued in
various divinity school, theological
schools, and schools of religion-and
religious studies-that course of study
which is non-theological in orientation
and which follows a more
straight-forward academic
to
the
range
phenomena. . . . Therefore when you
make reference LDS students
working particularly in "schools of
religion" (a term that is somewhat
synonymous with "schools of
theology") it is not clear whether you
they are pursuing theological
studies or religious studies. There are
important academic as well as
ideological differences between these
two courses of study. Differences
which, in turn, reflect various goals

,,,,

and aspirations of those choosing this
line of study and which determine
various professional opportunities.
This brings me to a couple of
questions. First of all, you indicate that
most of the people you interviewed
felt that "the Church and its teachings
could withstand critical investigation
and its members benefit from the
scrutiny." Granted. But does it follow
that academic training in a theological
school, even a non-demominational or
multi-denominational school
necessarily provides the best type of
scholarly preparation for this
"investigation?" I take it from your
article that you think it does.
You make reference to the situation in
the 1930s when the Church financed a
number of Seminary and Institute of
Religion teachers to study at the
University of Chicago Divinity School.
Russell B. Swenson, emeritus
professor of history at BYU, was one
of those students and wrote an
account of this entitled, "Mormons at
the University of Chicago Divinity
School: A Personal Reminiscence,"
Dialogue 7 (Summer, 1972). Professor
Swensen speaks very highly of the
experience but notes, "the 'Chicago
Movement' stopped almost as
suddenly as it had begun." He gives a
number of possible reasons for
this-for instance, that some of the
General Authorities mav have been
fearful that this course &f study might
undermine the faith of those involved,
and that there was a decided lack of
professional opportunities in the
Church educational system for those
with divinity degrees. But it is possible
to speculate that an additional factor
may have contributed to the
cancellation of the program. A factor
that no doubt became obvious to those
involved in this study and may even
have been detected by those
overseeing the project. A factor that is
still relevant today and needs to be
assessed in light of what you indicate
is a growing interest on the part of
some Mormon scholars to engage in
theological studies. Namely, that any
Protestant or Catholic theological
study, no matter how sound and
demanding it may be academically, of
necessity is informed with a distinctive
theological perspective that is
fundamentally different from a
Mormon perspective. Consequently,
those LDS students involved in such
work face the added responsibility of
detecting this influence, identifying
how it permeates what they are
learning both in regard to
methodology and content, and
discerning to what extent, if any, their

own theological outlook has been
changed as a reult of this influence.
All of this seems obvious, even
inevitable. It is a natural consequence
of embarking upon this course of
study. But it does raise a question as
to whether other ways of studying
religion might not be more
advantageous to the Mormon scholar.
Particularly to the extent that these
other ways attempt, at least in large
measure, to be theologically neutral,
choosing instead to follow the
methodological lead of the social
sciences and the humanities, and
operating on the premise that the
religious dimension of life is accessible
to study and is capable of
understanding, but only up to a point.
I have in mind, of course, what I
referred to above as religious studies.
In other words, the question can be
put as follows (using, in part, your
own words): is a theological education
the best way for LDS students to
"deepen their faith through a rigorous
examination of their Judeao-Christian
heritage?" (Maybe, as you suggest at
the end of the article, the more
interesting question is whether anyone
can "deepen their faith" through a
"rigorous examination" of their
heritage-either from a theological
perspective or any other perspective
for that matter. But this takes us down
a different path.)
You touched upon a variation of the
point I am trying to make when you
indicate how often the students you
talked with were surprised to find that
their schools did not condone students
challenging one another's faith. Yet,
you note, there often seems to be an
ideological bias in favor of a more
liberal theological attitude, or as you
say, "an air of condescension or
disdain for the otherworldly claims of
evangelical Christianity." I am not
concerned here with this age-old
theological rift, but merely with
stressing the fact that clearly a point of
view must prevail in any type of
theological study and that this can
become a real burden to the LDS
scholar who presumes that he is
engaging in the most obvious course
of study in order to "deepen his
faith."
Finally, a question about the
professional prospects for those
students mentioned in your survey.
You state that many "expressed a
desire to enter the Church educational
system." But have opportunities in the
Church Educational system for people
with theological degrees, even from
non-denominational schools, really

changed much in the last couple of
decades? Consider, for example, that
the whole graduate religious
instruction program at BYU has been
abolished and efforts are increasingly
being made to involve professors from
, other fields in undergraduae religious
instruction at that school. In addition,
what Professor Swenson pointed out
in 1972, speaking of the situation in
the late 1930s and early 1940s, seems
as true today as ever, namely, "the
increasingly activity-oriented programs
of the LDS Institute of Religion
required their teachers to have more
veisatility in promoting and organizing
religious activities for the LDS
students than intensive academic
training." Add to this the general lack
of teaching positions throughout the
country for those in theological and
religious studies and the professional
prospects clearly are less than
encouraging. Why not address these
questions in a follow-up article?
M. Gerald Bradford
Department of Religion
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine
I

The Benjamin Address
Introducing a New Sunstone Series
Three years before his death, old
Benjamin, the Nephite prophetking,
gathered every man, woman, and child
in the nation around the temple and
gave to them his final address. In it he
revealed his accumulated spiritual
understandings, doctrines such as the
nature of man, faith, and the
Atonement, among others. His words
were so powerful that the multitude fell
to the ground and unanimously entered
into a covenant with God to keep His
commandments.
In his honor and following his example,
Sunstone introduces "The Benjamin
Address," and invites all our readers to
participate. We ask you to sum u p your
life in a single essay, conveying the
most important guiding principle you
have learned through your experiences
from which succeeding generations
could benefit. We welcome as well
suggestions of others whose insights
might prove invaluable. We feel that
there are many outstanding individuals
among us today who have critical truths
to impart (in the last few months alone
we have lost T. Edgar Lyon, Gerrit De
John, Jr., Gustave Larsen, and Delbert
Stapley, all of whom could have
provided momentous summary
addresses) which we hope to
immortalize in print.
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which Mormons were racially
acceptable to enter the holy place
could have proved a horrendous task."
Dr. Shipps points to the five per cent
annual growth rate of the Church and
concludes, "that while the Mormons
are definitely not moving toward the
American religious mainstream, that
mainstream could well be movine
"
ninety minute interview with President
toward them." While such statements
~Kimball,
~ ~a journalistic
- o ~coup~ that~must
~ , seem to ignore the fact that the
have made the editor of
greatest growth is taking place outside
Church-owned Deseret News turn green
of the United States, Dr. Shipps is
with envy. Ostling reported President
well aware of the problems associated
Kimball's version of the process
with rapid world-wide expansion:
leading to the change was much more
"Notwithstanding the rosy picture of a
"matter of fact" than the sensational
world filled with Mormons which is
speculations circulating in Salt Lake
being projected by the Church News
"I
a good deal
time in
and the official Ensign, the power of
the temple alone, praying for
the LDS gospel to sustain communities
guidance, and there was a gradual and
of Saints throughout the world
general development of the whole
without requiring them to adopt
program, in connection with the
peculiarly American attitudes and
Apostles." According to Ostling,
stereotyped life styles has not yet been
President Kimball
that
fully proven. The essence of
Mormonism no longer holds to . . . a
Mormonism awaits distillation."
that
had
denied
the priesthood "because they
Church Influence Charged
somehow failed God during their
William Boyd, Republican candidate
pre-existence." The three-page
for lieutenant governor of Nevada, has
charged the Church with distributing
"Mormonism Enters a New Era"
concludes
campaign literature for his Mormon
~
~ that "asl a result
d of Spencer
~
Kimball's innovations, new classes and
opponents, Republican DeVoe Heaton
cultures may yet penetrate Brigham
and Democrat Myron Leavitt. The
Young's mountain-ringed fastness
campaign literature was found in a
stack of newspapers left in the lobby
[sic]."
of a Las Vegas chapel. The
The Christian Century selected Dr. Jan
advertisement listed candidates
S ~ ~ P PaSprofessor
?
of history and
religious studies at Indiana
endorsed by Citizens for Responsible
Government and the Conservative
University-Purdue University to write
Caucus of Nevada. Boyd said that
0" the Mormons for its series, "The
every endorsed candidate is a
Churches: Where from Here?' As the
first non-Mormon president of the
Mormon. In Salt Lake City, Church
spokesman Jerry Cahill described the
Mormon History Association, Christian
charges of Church influence as
Century could not have chosen a more
"hogwash."
qualified and sympathetic observer. In
a six-~agearticle "The h40rmons:
Mormons in Medicine
Looking Forward and Outward," Dr.
In the September 1978 issue of Human
Shipps takes issue with the New York
Times' assertion that the revelation was
Behavior in an article entitled, "Devout
Doctors-How Physicians View Death
"another example of the adaptation of
is Linked to Their Faith," researchers
Mormon beliefs to American culture."
''The June 9 revelation will never be
claim that "a physician's religious
fully understood," she maintains, "if it
affiliation may affect the kind of
is regarded simply as a pragmatic
treatment his patients will receive
doctrinal shift ultimately designed to
when nearing death's door." Polling a
bring Latter-day Saints into
large group of graduating seniors from
congruence with mainstream America.
six medical schools, the study
The timing and context, and even the
concluded that Catholics, Mormons,
wording of the revelation itself,
and other Protestants, for example,
indicate that the change has to do not
emphasized preparing for death, while
with America so much as with the
Jews and those with no religious
world. . . . If a pragmatic reason for
preference did not. About 4O0lOof
the revelation must be found, it is
Catholics and Protestants and 11%of
better found in the fact that on
the Jewish students believed religion
October 30 an LDS temple will be
to be very important in an individual's
life as compared to over 70% of the
dedicated in Sao Paulo, Brazil-and
making sufficient determination as to
Mormons.
-

Featured in People
nework of D ~vicky
.
B ~ ~ ~
editor of Sister Saints, received
nation-wide publicity this summer in
the pages of People magazine. "A
feminist studies Mormon polygamy
and, remarkably, finds that it liberated
the wives," headlined a three-page
article in the 10 July issue. Dr.
Burgess-Olson was quoted as saying
that of the 341 Mormon women she
studied between 1847 and 1885, most
(54%) had fulltime jobs outside the
home. "When the husbands were
away visiting other wives in other
houses, the wives they left behind ran
farms, ranches or silkworm
operations. . . . If the families shared
the same house, the women had
different assignments and could do
what they liked best." The
achievements of Drs. Martha Hughes
cannon
and ~ l l ~i ~
~shipp were
~
described, as well as Susa Young
Gates, friend of suffragette Susan B.
Anthony. This recasting of plural
wives as liberated women rather than
as exploited may help to shatter old
Mormon stereotypes in the minds of
many Americans. It may also unsettle
some Mormons who have chosen to
ignore the career orientation of their
nineteenth-century models. Dr.
Burgess-Olson's lifestyle is reminiscent
of the pioneers1 response to Brigham
Young who, she reports, "once said
the church wanted women to run the
stores as well as sweep the houses. "
A Provo school district psychologist,
Vicky, and husband Eric, a professor
of Egyptology at BYU, have four
children. According to People, she
obtained her Ph.D. in counseling
psychology at Northwestern University
and is a major in the U.S. Army
Reserve.
New Priesthood Policy
Stirs Media Interest
The historic June 9 announcement of
the First Presidency extending the
priesthood "to every worthy male
member of the Church" gained
immediate media attention throughout
the country. Subsequently, at least two
major publications, Time (August 8)
and The Christian Century (August
16-23) have featured the Mormons.
Time writer Richard Ostling reported a

ne Fold
Scholars Meet
The American Academy of Religion
and the Society of Biblical Literature
will meet in New Orleans, November
18-21. This year's convention features
hundreds of lecturers and panels, with
nearly a thousand participants.
Advance registration is $10, $5 for
students and retired persons. (Add
50% if registering at the convention.)
For information write Scholars Press,
Box 5207, Missoula, Montana 59806.

1

NCC Opposes Narita
The National Council of Churches has
urged
trade groups* and the
American and Japanese governments
the
near Tokyo. Charging that human
rights of farmers in the Narita area
have been regularly violated, NCC
official ~
~ W. rqorthup
b
~ wrote
~ the
t
agencies concerned at the request of
the United Church of christ in Japan.
During the year of planning for the
airport, it is alleged the government
did not consult with the farmers and
then drove them off their lands
through expropriation laws and riot
police. It required 13,000 special police
to open the airport May 21 over
persistent and sophisticated efforts of
15,000 protesters.
Religion and Sex
An August Gallup Poll indicates that
age and religious attitudes are
significant determinants in sexual
attitudes. While 77% of those over 50
felt that extramarital sex is "always
wrong," the percentage dropped to
61% of those between 34 and 49, and
to just 52% of those between 18 and
29. Nearly three-fourths of those
attending church were "always"
opposed to premarital sex, as opposed
to just over half of the unchurched.
Record Donations
Television pastor Robert H. Schuller
reported a record single-Sunday
collection of $1,251,356 in July to help
build the Crystal Cathedral for his
9,000 member Garden Grove
Community Church in Anaheim. The
next week, according to Christianity
Today, the 1,700 member Overlake
Christian Church near Seattle received
$1.65 million in cash and pledges
toward their building project.

1

WCC Assailed
The World Council of Churches has
been severely criticized by several
constituents for its $85,000 grant to the
Patriotic Front of Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia). The grant was made
recently to the guerrilla group "for
humanitarian purposes onlyn-food,
health, social, educational, and
agricultural programs. But
expenditures for these purposes
cannot be guaranteed. The Patriotic
Front, led by Robert Mugabe and
Joshua Nkomo, has been accused of
the massacre of white missionaries,
farmers, and black villagers. It recently
claimed responsibility for the downing
of a passenger plane, though denied
its members had massacred injured
survivors.
The WCC claims that since March the
Rhodesian government has
increased the scale of its aggression
and oppression" of black nationals.
The United States, particularly in the
person of Andrew Young, has refused
to support the interim government,

AML Third Annual Symposium
The Association of Mormon Letters
(AML) held its third annual symposium
on 7 October 1978 at the Mamot
Library, University of Utah, Salt Lake
City. The morning session, chaired by
Edward L. Hart, entitled, "The Search
for Self in Mormon Letters," featured
papers by Maureen Ursenbach Beecher:
"The Diary and the Autobiography of
in Three
Eliza R o x e ~Snow: A
Genres," Lavina Fielding Anderson:
,,The
in L.D.S.
Missionary Fiction," and Davis Bitton:
"Utah's Thoreau: Claude T. Barnes." A
commentary was given by
Eugene England.
Neal Lambert delivered the luncheon
address, "Some Thoughts on the
Mormon Idea of Sacred Space."

composed of Ian Smith, United
Methodist bishop Abel Muzorewa and
Reverend Ndabaningi Sithole, a
United Church of Christ minister.
Failure to include Nkomo and the
Patriotic Front seems to have been the
main stumbling block to peace in the
area.
The Salvation Army has suspended its
membership in the WCC, protesting
the grant. The United Church of
Christ, criticizing the WCC for failing
to consult the churches in Zimbabwe
and elsewhere, has called for a review
of the decision, and several angry
speeches were made at the Anglican
Church's Lambeth Conference in
August, although the 440 bishops
present subsequently reaffirmed their
support of the world organization. The
relief agency of the British Council of
Churches has objected to the grant, as
has the Protestant Working Group of
the Christian Democratic Party in
Germany.

New!
Editor's note: At the foot of this
issue's contents page are listed new
multi-year subscription rates and new
guidelines for writers who wish to
submit manuscripts to Sunstone. s he
new manuscript policies will take
effect with our next issue.

The afternoon session, chaired by
George S. Tate, examined, "The
Mormon Novel, Folklore, and Moral
Criticism," in three papers: William
Wilson: "Folklore in The Giant Joshua,"
Richard Cracroft: "Samuel Taylor's
Heaven Knows Why," and Stephen L.
Tanner: "A Moral Approach to Literary
Criticism." These were responded to by
Levi S. Peterson.
In the evening the Association members
were treated to an additional literary
feast-the presentation of literary works
by Linda Sillitoe, Dennis clark, D~~
Marshall, Emma Lou Thayne, and
Elouise M. Bell. This session, new to the
annual proceedings, was chaired by
Elouise M. Bell, entitled, "Poetry and
Prose in Progress: Mormon Writers
Read from Their Work".
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n the perspective of literary history, 1941 seems a
minor annus mirabilis for American literature,
though clearly of less magnitude than, say, 1929.
Bracketed on either side by Hemingway's For Whom the
Bell Tolls and Faulkner's Go Down, Moses, 1941 is the year
of Agee's Let Us Now Praise Famous Men and Wolfe's last
posthumous work of fiction, The Hills Beyond. But what
most strongly marks 1941 is the number of significant
books published by younger American women that year
(Cather's Saphira and the Slave Girl, 1940, and Glasgow's In This Our Life, 1941, represent an older generation): Eudora Welty's first book of stories, A Curtain of
Green; Carson McCullers's second novel, Reflections in a
Golden Eye; Janet Lewis's austerely classical short novel,
The Wife of Martin Guerre; Caroline Gordon's novel of the
Kentucky frontier, Green Centuries; and Maurine Whipple's Giant Joshua.
Comparison of these books and the careers of their
authors might make an illuminating project in women's
studies and the recent fortunes of serious fiction in
America. Of the five, most critics and common readers

obscurity into literature full-blown in Giant Joshua,
young, generously talented, with few credentials of apprenticeship. Unlike these, and unlike Lewis, Maurine
Whipple seems to have had no wide or deep familiarity
with literary tradition and little stimulus or support from
other serious or older writers, as Janet Lewis had from
Elizabeth Madox Roberts and Yvor Winters, and
Caroline Gordon from Allen Tate, Andrew Lytle, and
Ford Madox Ford. Unlike Gordon and McCullers, both
to a degree expatriates from a regional culture, Maurine
Whipple chose to keep her hometown as her home. But
there, unlike Welty, she has been ostracized, not honored; and like some other Mormon intellectuals and
artists, she has lived and still Lives in exile at home.
The reasons for this seem to lie mainly in the sensitive
and problematic relation of Giant Joshua to the history
and living memory of the place and people that inspired
the book. The results have been Maurine Whipple's
failure, so far, to write the second and third novels of
her projected trilogy on "the evolution of the Mormon
idea," and the relegation of what deserves to be a Mor-

Retrospection
GIANT JOSHUA
By Bruce Jorgensen

would likely agree that Welty has produced the most
durable, valuable work; certainly she has sustained the
most stable career and reputation, and notably without
deracination from her native community and cultureshe describes herself still as "underfoot locally" in
Jackson, Mississippi. McCullers's work began on the
urban-industrial edges of Southern culture, and her life
moved precipitately into the bohemian counterculture
of New York and Europe; despite early and continuing
acclaim, her books have tended to become cult texts,
eccentric and minor compated to Welty's. Lewis and
Gordon have never reached as wide an audience, despite the seriousness and skill which have won the respect of a small following of critics and readers.
Like Welty and Gordon, Maurine Whipple came from
a predominantly traditional agrarian and small-town regional culture, though hers was both more rigidly dogmatic in its religion and less deeply rooted in its natural
environment. As McCullers had a year earlier in The
Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, Whipple seemed to spring from
Bruce Jorgensen earned his Ph.D. from Cornell and is now an
assistant professor of English at Brigham Young University. He has
published fiction, poetry, and essays and is now trying his hand at
short stories.
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mon classic to a twilight, underground existence for
more than a generation.
But Joshua's status has begun to change now, thanks
to its reissue under Sam Weller's imprint, Western
Epics, in 1976. Mountainwest magazine has reported it as
a regional best-seller, and increasing numbers of Mormon college students and library patrons are discovering or rediscovering it. And well they should: Joshua recounts, and is, part of their complex, costly heritage.
The novel may in fact succeed better now than when
it first appeared. A forgivable chauvinism may have
somewhat exaggerated Joshua's success in 1941, if the
back files of Publishers Weekly give any reliable measure.
The Giant Joshua never attained best-seller rank in PW,
though from mid-January to mid-March 1941 it held
"candidate" position and rose fairly high on the lists of
several booksellers consulted by PW. Houghton Mifflin
had given the book a larger advance than any of its
previous Literary Fellowship winners, and by 8 March
1941, the publisher reported that Giant Joshua had outsold any earlier Houghton Mifflin prize novel. It enjoyed "especially good sales in the West and Far West,
where Joshua trees flourish," PW reported in February,
but it never appeared on a PW national best-seller list

during the year of its publication. After its short-lived
early ascent, it seems quickly to have slid into commercial eclipse behind the likes of Kenneth Roberts, James
Hilton, Frances Parkinson Keyes, Taylor Caldwell, and
A. J. Cronin.
But bestsellerdom measures little more than the effect
of commercial hype on a mass audience. None of the
books of 1940-41 that now seem to have some durable
literary merit made much showing in sales, except
Hemingway's novel, and its popularity may have derived largely from its author's public notoriety, its large
book club printing, and the unprecedented sum paid for
its movie rights. With The Giant Joshua, finally, the question concerns not its popularity but its merit: how good
a novel is it? where does it lie along a line from Taylor
Caldwell to Willa Cather? closer to Margaret Mitchell's
Gone with the Wind or to Gordon's Green Centuries and
Tate's The Fathers?
Somewhere in between. The Giant Joshua perhaps is,
as Eugene England told me, "not the great Mormon
novel, but the greatest." Certainly few other Mormon

whom, and especially the last, share fates like Clory's).
Maurine Whipple is, as Edward Geary once remarked, emotionally tougher most of the time than Virginia Sorensen, but Whipple is perhaps less tough than
the most weathered of those "saints by adoption" she
celebrates. Flawed by soft pockets of anachronistic sentiment, Joshua poises unsteadily between the popular
genre of history-as-fiction, the costume novel like Gone
with the Wind, and the more honorable and serious
genre of fiction-as-history, which includes novels by
Hawthorne, Ford Madox Ford, Willa Cather, Andrew
Lytle, Caroline Gordon, and Janet Lewis. A nonhistorian may judge these things at best tentatively, but
both in structure and texture the bulk of the novel seems
sound. The action moves, as in the central tradition of
the historical novel founded by Scott, on two levels,
communal and individual: the pioneer struggle to create
St. George in a "crazy-quilt of a country" (p. 4) runs
concordantly with Clory's struggle to gain "a testimony," the full conviction of spirit that would integrate her with her community.

novels match its historical scope and solidity, but Joshua
also shows flaws in conception and execution we might
expect in a first novel by a writer coming of age in an
inadequate literary tradition and in a publishing milieu
fast losing the ability to distinguish serious work from
slick sentimentality-flaws that keep it from greatness.
The novel makes, for instance, a peripheral appeal
toward popular sentiment in the frustrated romance
between Clory and Freeborn-the still-girlish third
polygamous wife of middle-aged Abijah McIntyre, and
Abijah's rebellious son. The liaison joins the allure of
illicit youthful passion with the near-sensational element of a sort of technical incest. Doubtless such relationships could and sometimes did occur in Mormon
polygamous families; yet this one drops almost entirely
from sieht after Free's convenient death and thus comes
to see; incompletely integrated with the central action
of Clory's unsteady and often backtracking maturation.
Further, the writer tends to sympathize too uncritically
with her young heroine and thus undercuts Clory's
chance at the fuller literary and human dignity we meet
in Cather's Antonia in My Antonia, Elizabeth Madox
Roberts's Ellen Chesser in The Time of Man, and Caroline
Gordon's Cassandra Outlaw in Green Centuries (all of

Most of the novel's characters convincingly avoid
stereotypes and live in their own element. Abijah, for
one, might have been that stock villain of last century's
popular anti-Mormon novel, the lustful bearded Elder
inveigling innocent girls into his harem; instead he is
genuinely pious and guiltily sensual, exasperating and
self-exasperated; hard to dismiss, despite his excessive
male chauvinism and self-importance; hard to look at
with just one attitude. His first wife, Bathsheba, is a
Mormon termagant of heroic proportions, a walking
compendium of frontier folk wisdom and superstitions,
cruel to her children, narrow and mean to the point of
shrewishness, yet, for all that, admirable; a woman
who, as Clory observes, "seemed to fit this country" (p.
4). Willie, the second wife, is a sort of sickly ewe, who
yet has tremendous courage, steady faith, and endurance. These are complicated people, hard to have simple
feelings about, who lend rich experiential validity to the
novel. Miss Whipple's instinct was surely right in the
belief that "we detract from [the pioneers'] achievement
when we paint them with too white a brush, . . . that
what they did becomes even greater when we face the
fact that they were human beings by birth and only
saints by adoption."
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With perhaps one major exception, the book's "real"
histoncal characters seem equally strong. Miss Whipple's Brigham Young, Eugene England has said after
considerable research, is very close to the Brigham revealed in the private papers and sermons-not just a
practical colonizer of immense acumen but a charismatic
prophet as well. He epitomizes an early and continuing
Mormon style of spirituality: "I would say to you always, Brother Mac-and you may teach your boys-pay
your debts, keep your bowels open, walk uprightly before God and you will never have a care" (p. 261). But
her Erastus Snow, the central figure in the book's communal action, is somewhat dubious. When he speaks of
the vision behind his leadership-always the ldea with a
capital I-his notions seem closer to the popular
liberalism of the 1930s than to Mormonism of the midnineteenth century. Perhaps the historical Erastus Snow
did carry the humanistic sentiments implied in the
capitalized phrases thickly strewn among the thoughts
and speeches of the fictional Erastus-"Good of the
Whole," "Group Faith," "Common Good," "the
Dream," "the Brotherhood of Man and the Fatherhood
of God," "that Idea . . older than the w o r l d , "the
Idea can't lose" (pp. 61, 132, 588, 620, 621). But when
these sentiments seem so thoroughly endorsed by an
author writing circa 1940, we may mistrust their historical veracity; it looks as though a Mormon pioneer has
been dressed up in some rather more modern and unMormon ideas.
Such language as I have just cited suggests another
serious flaw in the book: Miss Whipple's partial failure
to comprehend Mormon spirituality, Mormon experience of the sacred, in its own terms. Alongside such
splendid episodes as the anointing of a sick ox (pp.
46-47) or Brigham Young's comic mixture of hygienic
and spiritual counsel, we encounter a religious climax,
such as Clory feels at the birth of her first child, treated
in a diction of vague romantic mysticism that, while not
anachronistic, seems hardly native to pioneer Mormon
culture:

.

And then one of those rare, stupendous moments
when the old world bent his hoary head. She held
her breath and waited, and all her being flowed into
a vast acceptance, and in the acceptance there was
victory. The thing she had tried to put into words
for Free, the certain, living thing for which there
were no words. If you lay still, unmoving, hardly
breathing, the rim of darkness might lift a little, a
very little, and you might see the Smile, so easily
startled, so soon gone. But you had glimpsed those
aeons of triumphing laughter behind the closing
rim, the warmth of the Smile was forever in your
heart.
You had looked deep inside yourself and found Me,
and that would never die. (P. 229)
The "Me" is surely Emerson's word and implies a
thoroughly non-incarnational, anti-personalistic, nonChristian, and non-Mormon theology. The image of a
suddenly open "Door," which occurs elsewhere (pp. 83,
91), may come from a more recent romantic epigone,
Thomas Wolfe. The "Great Smile," which finally as8 Sunstone

sures Clory that "she . . . had a testimony!" (p. 633),
may be Miss Whipple's own invention.
This problem of diction, for me, gets near the heart of
the difficulty-the writer's mixed and perhaps incompatible tools of language and an unrecognized split in
her literary intentions. Miss Whipple remarked in a published interview that she meant to study "the evolution
of the Mormon idea." In a recent address given at BYU
to mark the disposition of her manuscripts there, she
said, "What I had to do was to put myself into the place
of those old people who had done this incredible thing."
In The Giant Joshua a relatively ill-equipped and undis-

Insofar as Joshua succeeds, it does
(as is true of Dreiser) in spite of its
undisciplined narrative style
and voice.
criminating abstrationist mind undercuts the best work
of a splendidly endowed folk imagination, and we can
watch the struggle play itself out in passage after passage in which homely imagery gives way to ballooning
clichds typical of the slick popular idiom of the thirties
and forties: from "crazy-quilt of a country" to "repellent, challenging, wildly beautiful" (p. 4). An intrusive
narrator's voice cannot refrain from breaking into Erastus Snow's thoughts to tell us, gratuitously, that "his
soul swelled with the creative ardor that is always the
driving force of the true pioneer" (p. 61). Insofar as
Joshua succeeds, it does so (as is true of Dreiser) in spite
of its undisciplined narrative style and voice; that is its
most obvious difference from the best work of Cather,
Gordon, and Lewis. When Miss Whipple imagines
"those old people" through the folk speech she inherited from them, they come grittily,alive and true; when
her abstractions and popular cliches try to waft them up
to the heroic "Idea," they lose dimension and substance.
In her talk at BYU, Miss Whipple often used the voice
of an old St. George lady, "Sarah Jane": "A body's got
to acquire capacity. You can't put a quart in a pint-sized
soul. But don't let your faith rust out, either. . . . Well,
it's a poor mud-dauber that can't find a bit of honey to
suck." When Miss Whipple's own voice stayed rooted
in that local idiom, it too was rick. "Finally, in my search
for truth, I took up tapdancinp But since I didn't know
much about it, I took it by co. iespondence. . . . Somet had to leap from bush
times the sand was so hot t h ~we
to bush, and the lizards turned over on their backs." A
writer might give his left hand to have that language
bred in his bones. As Miss Whipple works to finish her
trilogy, I wish she'd let Sarah Jane tell a good chunk of
it.
I've been hard on a novel and its maker, but the book
matters enough to deserve honest and, if possible, unchauvinistic criticism. If The Giant Joshua is not as good a
novel as some of us would like it to be, who else among
us has gone farther-or, for that matter, gone as far?
The book deserves every careful, sympathetic, and critical reader it can win in its new incarnation. May it last
this time.

Whose fault lies here and subtly trams
Limits of an ancient sea whose waves
Lapped softly over desert sands
To front abruptly mountain faces
We sW1 see and climb? What hands
Thrust plate against then under plate
To slowly toss, to lightly toss
Such mountains up? Who understands
Tectonic forces that could freight
America five thousand miles
And gently spread Atlantic where
No waters were? What sun of late
Could swiftly shrink that sea to glare
Of salt fIat white or shimmer-sheen
Salt-water Hue and leave behind
elds? What people
These loa
here
With ox or hand or power unseen
Crossed wilderness then crossed these

heights
Built cities here to front this fault
And find in valleyed walls their dream
Of refuge fully filled? What refige here
For us as we look up in awe
And love to these high peaks? Whwl
fault
If now those plates again should s
Manien Clark

The Mormon Temple

erience

.

about, his place in it, and his role in the past and future.
He has the answers-and he really does. Producing that
certainty are experiences and institutions like the temple, which takes the reality a Mormon lives with, calls it
true, necessary, and painful; shows the bliss that comes
from being valiant in the face of it, takes the fear out of it
by immersing him in it inside the temple; and then
sends the individual back out to start again.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints has
built eighteen temples from Switzerland to SZio Paulo,
Hawaii to New Zealand. For a Mormon, the temple is as
close to the other-worldly as he can come on earth. The
temple is God's residence rather more than the local
chapel where he does most of his worshipping and all of
his congregation4 meeting. A Mormon visits a temple
once a month as a kind of norm, but may go every day,
or several times a year. He may also go much less
frequently than once a year. But he cannot be a good
Mormon and avoid the temple.
Mormons go through a series of rites in the temple
which guarantee them and their relatives, living and
dead, the rewards the Church promises in the next life.
The ceremonies are long and complex, take the nature of
initiation rites centering on the individual and his family, and do not center on the congregation. They are the
most sacred and meaningful acts a Mormon can perform.
The individual goes through the temple for himself
and is often accompanied by relatives-husband, wife,
and children. Socially it is a family experience in a very
profound sense because the family ties are given eternal
permanence in the temple, but spiritually and
Mark P. Leone is an associate professor in the Department of Anthropology, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland. Although not a member of the Church, he has published in Dialogue and
the Utnh Historical Quarterly. His book, Mormonism, will be published
this spring by Harvard University Press.
This piece is adapted from "The New Mormon Temple in Washington,
D.C.," which appeared in The Importance of Material Things, Special
Publication Series, No. 2, 1977, published by the Society for Historical
Archaelogy .
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of history and do this through vicarious baptism for
dead kinsmen, and through endowments and sealings
projecting the farmly forward to infinity. The temple
guarantees order in history and reduces the future to a
function of acts performed now. Since all the temple
rites use kinship as the basis for organization, every
participant is an ego and builds his world accordingly.
An individual does this only once for himself; all other
times he assumes the ego of a relative or even someone
else's Felative.
The work an individual does in the temple allows him
to be both a good Mormon and a success in the midst of
the antagonistic world, The Mormon lives successfully
both in the world of outside chaos and the world of
order within the Church. We can assume he does so
because, among other reasons, his temple experience
shows and instructs him how to. Mormon successes in
business, government, management, and finance are so
well celebrated they do not need relating here. Mormons handle the real world very well. Since the temple
rites partake of heaven ("eternal things"), the transcendental and empirical are the highest things a living
Mormon can experience. This is puzzling in the face of
Mormon worldly success. Many modem Christians, it
can be argued, are quite successful in the world and
belive in tra11subStantiation, the efficacy of prayer, and
the d t y of magic. Yet what the Mormon experiences
in the temple is more personal, coherent, more enveloping and, I would suggest, requires a bigger leap of faith
if only because it is so new and untraditional, so ungrounded in popular acceptance, and so allencompassing. The temple rites are extravagantly systamtic in what they encompass of a person's life. They
are
to affect
life
and rather obV&
0 ~ do,1ju&ging
~
fr0m what participants Say.
HOWcan Momons negotiate being a Mormon and
being in the world simultaneously~me answer is: suecess comes not despite the peculiarity of the messages
received in the temple, but because of them. The mesabout the
Me
with something
unempirical, but the way those messages are delivered

.
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One Mormon, no doubt speaking for
many others, said, "It's like going to
heaven, and coming back again."

is very empirical and in fact forms the basis for what a
Mormon takes from the temple in order to deal successfully with daily life. There are several real messages. The
first focuses, as already suggested, on the family but
stresses the individual. Recall the silence of the temple
(Mormons cannot talk about it outside even with each
other, and must remain silent during the ceremonies).
The emphasis is on meditation and reflection. Discussion in the temple is usually with a spouse or son or
daughter. Individuals, knowing they are closer to God
here, sometimes have visions, and revelations, something Mormons are entitled to concerning themselves
and their families. Ceremonies are small and culminate
in securing one's own or relative's place in the family for
the next life. The whole takes place in the multitudinous
vastness of this very broken up and isolated building.
There is no emphasis on what is going on for anyone
else, anywhere else and, indeed, there is no real way to
find out. The individual is alone but never lonely. He is
encouraged to resolve issues and questions of deep concern. There is no discussion and certainly no checking
on either the questions or the answers taken away from
the ceremonies. Answers to personal questions derived
from inspiration could no more be questioned than a
person's right to pray for them. All this is sponsored in
the temple, and coincides with much other Mormon
speculating and theologizing at a personal level in Sunday schools and sacrament meetings. It is interesting
here because of the high level of idiosyncraticinterpretation guaranteed to Mormons on spiritual matters.
Mormons have invented a very diffuse system in
which each believer takes the Reformation injunction
that every man be his own priest and moves a step
further, namely, that he be his own theologian as wen.
This is a complex theme that cannot be developed here
except to say that such a system of idiosyncratic meanings needs careful sponsorship and equally careful control. Its sponsorship comes in the many settings for and
prescriptions to discuss the meaning of the faith in
terms of everyday problems. It comes in the way ego
must be fitted into the whole in the temple. Personal
construction of meaning can proliferate freely only if, in
addition to its being encouraged, it is not seen as being
in conflict either with what other Mormons believe or
with other segments of itself.

The particularity of the temple and its many isolated
chambers preface and help guarantee the particularity of
beliefs which can be found from Mormon to Mormon.
The categories or compartments which exist in any one
Mormon's world view and in which he holds incompatible ideas apart from each other are all licensed in the
temple. Incompatible ideas stem from any system which
involves secret oaths, private knowledge, ongoing revelations, and visions from the beyond. It stems from
believing in Biblical literalism and ongoing revelation;
from holding alleged racial attitudes and backing civil
rights for all; from opposition to evolutionary biology
and believing in the evolution of knowledge; from sponsoring sexual prudery while frankly enjoying sex in private. This amounts to saying that Mormons like all belivers must juggle discrepancies and contradictions, but,
unlike most other Christians, they must do it individual
by individual without professional thinkers to invent
syntheses from them.
The highly compartmentalized and much commented
on mode of thought that results from this is as much
reflected in the temple as it is sponsored by the way the
rituals operate. The cognitive principle behind all this is:
close but mutually exclusive categories.
Any culture's mode of thought obviously must consist
of categories and oppositions, but it is how they are
combined that gives rise to the difference between
groups. Mormon categories are exceptional in two
ways. They are often at variance with and contradictory
to the categories of American society. Furthermore, they
are, in a system which depends on revelation for its
logic, frequently at odds with themselves. This does not
make the system unique-in fact it probably accounts
for its considerable strength-but it makes the position
of any individual Mormon more sensitive to the cognitive adjustments the world demands than ordinary
Americans have to be. Non-Mormons are not forced at
every turn to compare their notions to those of some
superior power. Further, there are masses of clever
people whose job it is to juggle any discrepancy when it
appears. The Mormon must face this individually. He is
very good at it, is given a lot of practice, and in the
temple rites is shown how to hold the world together.
What clashing categories do Mormons bring to the
temple? Mormons are encouraged to bring their perSeptember-October 1978 11

The temple context is one of several
where a Mormon can work out the
paradoxes created by the way
he sees the world.
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sonal problems to the temple; all expect deeply personal
and integrating experiences there. There are other expectations as well. Originally, of course, Mormons expected the Millennium momentarily and to some extent
they still do. The crisis of that non-event as well as of
continuing persecution are also brought to the temple.
So, to some extent one comes to the temple with something on one's mind. Consider then the pressures the
ordinary Mormon is under in his day to day life, pressures no more acute than those arising from having to
make sense of the world within a religion which has
been most public about its most spectacular differences
with America (polygamy and the place of the black).
Then match these against what actually happens in the
sacred ceremonies.
Consider then what is going on for the Mormon in the
temple. He brings expectations of profound experience
and sometimes specific problems to be solved. Narrated
before him by supernatural personages is the whole of
human history comprising the creation, fall, and redemption of man. At one point there is actually verbal and
physical contact with God himself and then God invites
the purified to enter and experience heaven. Throughout the narrations people are listening to Adam, God
the Father, and Christ talk, not as read by a reader out of
the Gospels, but by people playing the heavenly beings.
And for additional emotional impact the audience overhears private, off-stage conversations between God,
Christ, Peter, and others making plans to redeem man
based on his worthy performance. One Mormon, no
doubt speaking for many others, said, "It's like going to
heaven, and coming back again." Mormons clearly
know they have neither talked to God personally nor
been in heaven, but they talk as though they have experienced something quite real, not a set of elaborate
metapors. What does the drama mean? How does it
highlight ego and his place in the eternal family? And
what does it do to allow a Mormon to live successfully
and happily in a world so at odds with his religion?
I think the place to seek an answer is in Levi-Strauss'
analysis of myth in The Effectiveness of Symbols (1963:
186-205).
Levi-Strauss tells how a woman undergoing difficult
childbirth was treated by a shaman who told her a myth
of a gigantic struggle, a telling which eased and delivered the birth. Levi-Strauss likens the relationship be-

tween the pregnant woman and the shaman to that
between a patient and a psychoanalyst. The shaman
invites the woman to be absorbed in the myth, to experience the genuinely intense but abnormal pain she is
feeling, pain which the shaman tells her is part of the
struggle of the supernaturals elaborated in the myth. By
allowing the women to come to terms with, and to fully
experience the pain and tension of her situation, the
shaman eases the birth. By listening to the myth of
violent and gargantuan struggle, a struggle which, according to the myth, is being played out in her loins
right now, the woman can give free development to the
conflicts and resistances inherent in her situation and can
do so in a way allowing for their resolution. LeviStrauss suggests that all this is effective even though the
role of speaker is reversed with the therapist talking and
the patient listening.
There are three elements involved in this analysis: (1)
the individual who is experiencing some troublesome
conflict, (2) the recitation to this involved audience of a
conflict of transcendent importance which is being
played out right now inside him or her, and (3) a transference relationship between listener and speaker.
Reflecting back now on the temple rites, recall that
Mormons enter the temple under two simultaneous
conditions. They come there expecting a deeply moving
experience, one which is personal and fulfilling. Any
Mormon entering the temple will also face two other
problems, these being his general reason for doing temple work. He faces the problem, as does his whole
church, of redeeming all those generations of mankind
who lived before the "restoration of the Gospel," i.e.
before the advent of Mormonism. This problem is
double-faceted: why was the Church founded so late in
time? and why were previous generations excluded
from it?
The second paradox which every Mormon faces just
because he is Mormon and incidentally because he is a
Christian as well, is the non-event of the Millennium.
The Prophet Joseph unambiguously promised the Second Coming before the generation to whom he was
speaking passed away. Mormons are allowed very free
personal rein in suggesting when Christ will return to
earth and many expect to see him in their lifetime.
Nonetheless Christ has not come and Joseph's generation has passed away. That problem is doubly poignant

The temple isolates the individual,
resolves that isolation, but does so only
to plunge the individual back into it
again when the ceremonies
are over.

because the Second Coming would establish a bliss that
would show both the triumph of the Church and an end
to its persecution, the latter being something Mormons
still dwell on and from time to time genuinely experience.
The effectiveness of reciting a myth about a blissful
future to a congregation disappointed in its millennia1
hopes has been pointed out by John Gager in an illuminating analysis of the Book of Revelation, St. John's
Apocalypse. The telling of the myth about the Millennium to a group who expects it immediately, allows the
group, in Gager's use of Levi-Strauss, to experience
directly and thus to resolve the conflict between the
promised coming and its non-fulfillment, and between
continued persecution and unarrived bliss. In the temple experience, if he believes what he is hearing, the
Mormon is hearing a level of reality not present even in
Revelation.
I have suggested two sets of problems any Mormon
faces when going through the temple: the problem of
saving the past and guaranteeing the future on one
hand and, on the other, specific problems which derive
from experiencing the arbitrariness and incoherence of
the world, especially as it conflicts with Mormonism.
The degree to which this consciously presses on a Mormon must vary a great deal and it is quite possible that
most Mormons enter the temple without specific
awareness of any strong problem in particular.
Nonetheless, every Mormon is aware of the fact that he
is different from all other Americans, and that those
differences, while central to his religion and well being,
are peculiar and often invite persecution. The Mormon
then goes through an emotionally compelling ritual
which narrates his basic fear, rejection by his Father, a
consequently chaotic world, the tremendous power of
the world's temptations, the great fear that he cannot
remain steadfastly separate against them, and the horrendous punishments awaiting him outside the faith.
He is treated to reunion with his dead relatives, permanent union into the next life with his closest kin; he
enjoys the company of God and enters what can only be
regarded as a foretaste of eternal bliss. A whole set of
the profoundest crises are faced for what they are, with
their full implications for all to see.
The temple context is one of several where a Mormon
can work out the paradoxes created by the way he sees

the world. Here he overcomes time to experience both
past and future, and overcomes space to experience
spirit persons dwelling in another world. By experiencing such a melting of categories into each other the
Mormon can tolerate the incoherence and arbitrariness
he lives with daily. His own mode of thought seems to
be to hold onto incommeasurable notions, notions
which are all quite essential to existence. The separation, although part of living a good Mormon life, creates
a tension that is resolved through the temple rites. The
resolution can be only temporary since Mormons cannot
change the world or their place in it. Both their place in
it, a subordinate one given their status as a religious and
economic minority, and the success they have made in
exploiting their position, exert some pressure to maintain things as they are. Since Mormons are very American and very Mormon, and since to be Mormon is to be
both suspicious of America and to be very American,
any Mormon may love his society and be in rebellion
against it at the same time. He is perforce divided and
lives in society and apart from it, he must live in and
think about very close but exclusive categories. And if
the categories are not maintained, his distinctness is
eliminated and his identity along with it. Lost would be
his ability to adjust to the demands of being a member of
a minority, in short, his way of earning a living.
Now, reflecting back on the temple, we can see that
the experience connected with it keeps a person a whole
individual by helping him resolve the tensions of being
Mormon, which in turn allows him to continue using
the same conflicting categories that come h m daily life,
categories which make his participation possible in the
first place. All this categorization, the very close but
exclusive categories are seen in the physical aspect of
the temple: the compartments, the floors, the lockers,
the lighted maps showing which of the many rooms are
in use, the multitude of towers and the silence. All this
planning can now be understood in terms of the general
cognitive principle that informs Mormonism: close but
mutually exclusive categories. The temple isolates the
individual, resolves that isolation, but does so only to
plunge the individual back into it again when the ceremonies are over. Unlike psychotherapy and LeviStrauss' childbirth myth, the tensions of life are addressed but not eliminated in the temple. The future cannot
be changed but merely assured or perhaps glimpsed.
September-October 1978 13

Confessions of a
Tolkien Addict
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confess. I have read J. R. R. Tolkien's Lord of the
Rings sixteen (seventeen?) times and feel no
guilt that I haven't read the Book of Mormon as
frequently. In a world of tax revolt, R ratings, and Big
Macs, it is nice to fall back on Frodo and his tale related
in the Ring's three volumes-The Fellowship of the Ring,
The Two Towers, and The Return of the King-to relieve
unconscious tension. It is complete, it is fulfilling, it is
lofty, and it is easy to read. My ultimate fantasy coincides with Tolkien's ultimate creation.
What immediately attracts me to Rings is its scopethe sheer enormity of Tolkien's creative universe,
marked by these qualities: (1) a concrete sense of time
and an intangible sense of timelessness; (2) the complexity of detail; and (3) principles of Christian philosophy
reflected in Latter-day Saint theology.
The Lord of the Rings is the tale of Frodo, a not-soaverage, carefree hobbit who is called upon to destroy
the evil one, Ring of power. He begins his journey in the
company of a fellowship which represents the free
peoples of Middle earth: Gandalf, the wizard; Aragom,
the king-to-be; Legolas, the elf; Gimli, the dwarf; and
Boromir, the warrior; as well as three other hobbits.
Their paths soon separate, however, as each member of
the fellowship has a different role to play in the War of
the Ring before Sauron, the Dark Lord, can be defeated.
Although the events of the Ring trilogy take place in a
little over a year, it is clear that Tolkien extended his
vision of Middle Earth from its creation millenia before
hobbits ever existed through events that occurred after
the trilogy is over. In The Silmarillion, which Tolkien
labored on for thirty years prior to writing The Lord of the
Rings, Tolkien recounts the events of Middle Earth covering the thousands of years from its creation up to the
beginning of the Third Age (the age in which the War of
the Ring takes place.) For those who want to know what
happens after the end of the book, Tolkien graciously
supplies an appendix in which all the major characters
are followed until the end of their lives. References to
past heroes, past villains, and past events are made
casually throughout the book, giving the reader the
strong feeling that all the incidents are but part of an
immense history.
With the concrete events of the present and allusions
to the past and the future, Tolkien has formed the ages
of Middle Earth, an infinite expanse of time. Beyond
this, a timelessness marks the events and characters of
Middle Earth-the present itself is infinite.
This quality is interwoven intangibly yet consistently
throughout the trilogy: the Elves cannot die of old age,
the trees of Lorien never drop their golden leaves, the
Lady Galadriel becomes folklore while she yet lives, the
Ents of Fangorn remember the dawn of time. The elf,
Legolas, refers to the forest, Fangom: "It is old, very old
. . . so old that I almost feel young again, as I have not
felt since I journeyed with you children. It is old and full
of memory."
Another quality of Tolkien's book is its complex deFredda Stairr, having completed her M.A. in History and Philosophy
of Science at Indiana University, is presently working as a mail clerk in
Salt Lake City. A former pianist for BW's "Sounds," she currently
divides her time between programming a PDP 1170 and reading
Tolkien. She is planning to go on a mission in Januaryunless she gets
married first.

tail. For example, he has created the elf who is described
physically as a tall, slender, and fair creature with a clear
musical voice, a hankering for mischief but with a benevolent air. His food and drink are among the sweetest
fruits and nectars. We know his name and its origin; his
genealogy and history are laid out; his language, accent
and alphabet are enumerated.
Tolkien established more than a fantasy picture-the
fantasy is as boundless as our living reality. The elf has
soul; Tolkien has quite literally breathed life into his
creation. I can comprehend the author's absolute vision
because he has captured it in toto on paper. The vision
requires theme and in the true Christian spirit, Tolkien
delineates these principles: (1) destiny is met by choice;
(2) that which denies choice is evil; and (3) in the infinite
plan the common man is a hero. These all encompassing
themes ring familiar to me. As a lifelong member of the
Church I have found in Tolkien's work the opportunity
to observe and recognize precepts I have always accepted but in a setting which is far different from the
standard gospel literature.
The plan of salvation was estabished prior to the creation of the earth as a step-by-step process leading to
eventual attainment of eternal life. The process is absolute and not complete without the occurence of the fall
of Adam and subsequent Atonement. Similarly, Tolkien
has organized a plan for Middle Earth as outlined in The
Silman'llion, Tolkien's Old Testament, which affirms the
existence of deity and recounts the origin and the early
history of Middle Earth.

My ultimate fantasy coincides with
Tolkien's ultimate creation.
In the beginning, "there was Eru, the One, who in
Arda is called Iluvatar; and he made first the Ainur, the
holy ones, that were the offspring of his thought. . . .
And he spoke to them propounding to them themes of
music; and they sang before him. . . . Never since have
the Ainur made any music like unto this music. . . .
But as the theme progressed, it came into the heart of
Melkor to interweave matters of his own imagining that
were not in accord with the theme of Iluvatar. . . . and
straightway discord arose about him. . . . and about
[Iluvatar's] throne there was a raging storm. . . . Then
Iluvatar arose, and a new theme began amid the storm
like and yet unlike the former theme.
"Iluvatar said to them: 'Behold your Music!' And he
showed to them a vision, giving to them sight where
before was only hearing. And as they looked this World
began to unfold its history. 'Each of you shall find contained therein all those things which it may seem that he
himself devised or added. . . . thus the Ainur know
much of what was, and is, and is to come. . . . yet . . .
to none but himself has Iluvatar revealed all that he has
in store."
So though few know them, the general events of
Middle Earth have been determined by Iluvatar and his
Ainur.
Nevertheless we know the plan of salvation rests
upon the choice of the individual: the fall occurred because of the decision of Adam and Eve in the garden;
the Atonement was fulfilled only after Christ's agonizSeptember-October 1978 15
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ing choice in the garden of Gethesame; and our exaltation depends on our acceptance or rejection of the
Atonement. Tolkien developed an interdependence between the plans of diety and right of man to choose his
destiny by giving his characters personal conflicts to
overcome, coinciding with their part in the plan for the
eventual good of all. Each charater feels obligated to
fulfill his mission, though he may not welcome it.
Frodo cries, "I wish I had never seen the Ring. Why
did it come to me? Why was I chosen?" To which Gandalf replies, "Such questions cannot be answered. . . .
But you have been chosen, and you must therefore use
such strength and heart and wits as you have." Elrond,
the elf Lord, tells Frodo, "If I understand aright all that I
have heard, I think this task is appointed for you,
Frodo. . . . But it is a heavy burden. So heavy that
none could lay it on another. I do not lay it on you. But if
you take it freely, I will say that your choice is right."
Another indication of the eternal plan is the fulfillment of prophecy by those who have been foreordained
and chosen to fulfill. Joseph Smith was presented by
Moroni with his calling, directly as a fulfillment of the
prophecies of Old Testament prophets.
Tolkien also provided for the fulfillment of prophecy.
Many of the events, great and small, of the War of the
Ring were foreseen and foretold centuries before the
events of the trilogy and each character has a role in
bringing the prophecies to pass. Aragorn's ancestors
had passed down the broken sword of their forefather,
Isulder, for centuries, yet it was Aragorn's role alone to
fulfill prophecy and to reforge and use the sword. The
witch king of the Ringwraiths had lived securely for
years knowing it was prophesied that no man would
slay him, yet his time came in the War of the Ring when
the small hobbit, Merry, and the woman warrior,
Eowyn, combined to bring about his death.
Thus, although many events are foreseen, no man is
forced to fulfill a destiny because of predestination.
Rather, each character in Middle Earth is given an opportunity to play his role in the history of the world;
each is free to shoulder his burden or to refuse.

Frodo exemplifies Everyman who has
been asked to perform a miracle, and he
until
succeeds because he keeps
he's finished.
This leads into another great theme of The Lord of the
Rings, namely, that the greatest sin one can commit is to
deny an intelligent being the ability to freely choose.
Sauron, the Dark Lord, epitomizes evil because he desires above all else to enslave the will of all the free
peoples of Middle Earth. The Ring Frodo bears is wicked
on two counts: first, because it gives the wearer the
power to control the will of others if he so chooses; and
second, because it gradually overcomes the will of the
bearer, stirring within him a greater and greater desire
to rule. When Frodo begs Gandalf or the elf queen
Galadriel, to bear the Ring, they both refuse for the
same reason. Each feels that he/she would succumb to
the temptation to use the Ring to force others to do
good, and thus would end up as wicked in the end as

Sauron. The elves are so fearful of forcing their willl on
anyone that they almost hesitate to give advice. Frodo
says of them, "It is said, go not to the elves for coun~sel,
for they will say both no and yes." This is borne out in
Galadriel's reply to his request for advice: "I do not
counsel you one way or another. I am not a counselor.
You may learn something bet] seeing is both good and
perilous. Yet I think Frodo, that you have courage and
wisdom enough for the venture or I would not have
brought you here. Do as you will!"
This is analagous to the struggle in the pre-existence.
Latter-day Saints perceive Satan as the father of evil
because it was (and is) his wish that we would all come
to earth as slaves to his will. Although he proposed to
compel us to do good, nevertheless our Father knew
that it was absolutely necessary for us to retain our free
agency in order to learn here on earth. And while we
struggle it is clear that Satan's greatest desire is to have
our will submitted to his while the desire of our Father is
that we come to Him freelv. of our own will.
The Lord of the Rings i n c e o r a t e s the best aspects of a
sheer adventure story-heroic deeds, beautiful women,
wise seers, battle, and magic-but is most inspiring
because of its leading character, a small hobbit named
Frodo Baggins. He defeats the Dark Lord not by extraordinary strength, courage, or wisdom but simply
because he endures. While much of the tale deals with
battles and secret wisdom exchanged by ancient
wizards, the major story involves a simple being who
did not ask for a quest and whose sole wish is that his
quest be finished. Yet Frodo chooses to bear the Ring,
and his victories come not on the battlefield but in the
wastes of Mordor where, exhausted and starving and
beaten down by the power of the Ring, he (with his
faithful Sam) drags himself forward until he fulfills what
he set out to do. Frodo exemplifies Everyman who has
been asked to perform a miracle, and he succeeds because he keeps going until he's finished.
The strength of the Church lies in the individual testimonies and endurance of its rank-and-file members.
Despite the wisdom and revelation of a thousand
prophets, without the devotion of the Everymadsaint,
the Church would fail.
I have analyzed some of the many facets of The Lord of
the Rings that have compelled me to read it so many
times. Its setting is a world which looks like our own; its
characters are molded from mankind's many faces; its
themes are developed around a series of moral conflicts.
Tolkien insisted that his work was not to be taken allegorically but simply as lofty entertainment. It is not
allegory; allegory is a symbolic representation of reality.
There is no direct symbolism in The Lord of the Rings. The
author presents his themes straightforwardly and, with
the totality of facts and events, he has created a reality
which is as valid as the one we inhabit. Finally, I know I
can return again and again to dwell there when my soul
has need of rest, not in order to escape this world but to
rest in order to cope with this world.
"That is the purpose for which you are called hither.
Called, I say, though I have not called you to me, strangers from distant lands. You have come and are here
met, in this very nick of time, by chance as it may seem.
Yet it is not so. Believe rather that it is so ordered."
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as a young, "pink-stockinged beauty with "strawberry
colored hair." Here is a sample of the suggestive
dialogue:

Reporfer: What do you think of Mormonism?
Be&@:
As a religion it is heathenish, but as a social
condition it has its advantages. It teaches the value of
one good sound man weighed in the scale with many
weak women.
Reporter: You bet on the good sound man every time,
don't you?
Beeder: I do.
After hearing the preacheis reluctance to become an
instant father of fifty-six chidren, the reporter "tried to
reconcile Mr. Beecher to that feature of his office by
painting delight in other quarters, and then left him
looking very cheerful,"
The following week, 19 September 1877, a doublepage Keppler cartoon showed the women of Plymouth
church ecstatic, Momon women beside themselves
with disappointment, and Beecher "defeated" as the
Mormon Apostles had decided to collectively preside
over the Mormon faith. The main thrust of the cartoon
was maligning the character of Henry Ward Beecher,
but in the process Mormo~smand women were neatly
handled by uncomplimentary popular stereotypes.
By the final week of September, James Penudcle published "The Dead Prophet" in the Syracuse H d , and
Puck reprinted the rhyme. Its meter rou&ly that of
Tennyson's "Charge of the Light Brigade," the work
was subtitled "A New Bridge of Sighs":
One more polygamous
Short in the breath,
Frightfully bigamous
Gone to his death.

out On the W@
Wat3b2dM-b

B&e~:-8si-

Oh! turn not away from him,
Scorning to touch;
Go nearer and pray for him,
Married so much.
Oh! this is pitiful!
With a city widows full,
Buxom and fair.
Old bachelors, think of it;
Go near to the brink of it
Now, if you dare.
Still for his bigamy
And muddy polygamy
Leave him at rest:
Cross his hands humbly
As if praying dumbly,
Over his breast;
Owning his weakness,
The poor erring creature,
And leaving with meekness
His mantle to Beecher."
Out on the West coast, The Wusp, humorous counterpart to Puck, wasted no t h e in picking up on the
Beecher-Brigham Young kheme. Although the 22 September cover cartoon of women running from Mr.
Beecher did not refer to the Mormons, the accompanying article did. It began with a reference to Beechefs
anticipated visit as the "awful calamity about to befall
San Francisco." The satire proceeded in the same light
I1 A m E k was a play on Ann E k a Young, the disenchanted wife of
BdghamYoune, who left him and the Church and leehned and wrote
a h i t bet. exphces among the Mormons.
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A mighty m2m is corning here,
A moat distin-ed
pder,
Who= name is known both far and near,

We mean H. W. Beerher.
He comes upon the "ragged edge"'"
With love on every featme,
O! Frnrenb with your handsome &b,
Laok out for Parsa~Beecherl
Don't let youx wife go running m d
But m m e d y beseech her
To sta at home d mind the house,
An never look at Bmcher.
"True I n w d " 1 4 is in his sod
This piMfs Bymouth teacher
He's now the boss since Bri~hamdied,
So m& for Mr. BeAcher.16
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ane Mend of the Mormons, the erratic Ceot&e Fran& Train* thuught the compaxkn b e e n Be&r and
Y m g & h the Mo.mun leader. In a lengthy wr-

&fed obituary d 'BitighamYoung;, Train mote

The Mormons were for Bechef what

theunpopularT&hadbeenfwthe
Momtans-a signal of ladviomw.

scandal, was also part of GLe scene.ls Simkfy, a
bearded, old, leering M o m , wifh young women on
each arm and a canopied bed in the b e & g r d , [stood
under a sign reminiscent of the Beecher slur. h mad:
Om turned Polygamy to Manogamy,
"Polygamy-The Only Sure and Pleaant Rodaf Sahw
other#Monog9my to Polygamy!
tion." These visual ~ ~ t iwere
~ sure
n to
spph&e
tkecher, one wife, with others k,
the mental conneetion which many had learned conBrigham, many, but no adulterp!16
cerning Beedm and Mosmo&.
The Mormons were
for EIeecher what the unpopular "Turks" had been for
the Mamom-a signal of Wviousness.'"
So from coast to axst humorists had fun at fie expense of Beecher and the "pdouC' inhaMtants of
Utah. But what did lhxhier really think of t+e Marmons? Did he clearly disassociate himself %om them?
Why not astack them, even recommend their extexmination, as his ministerial colleague, the Reverend DeWitt
Tafmage, did? Diddt he have everything to gain and
nothing to lose by joining the chorus of criticism?
To be sure, h c h e r deckred himself unequimRy
against polygamy. Mot all of the opponentsof polygamy
were happy about Beecher's identification with their
agrarian showcase of inferior Ameikm pdwtspemanalities, ethnic and religious groups, mpp*
cause. 'The R.
Henry Ward Beech- is a bitter and
causes and conditions. The subversive, alcoholic
uncompromising enemy of polygamy," wrote the Grrilrd
Lrishman and the unintelligent black were pictured with Rapids 7hm. "If those wicked Mormons get haEd of this
*'pWdtramps," "white trash," "spiritdisb," and
infannation they'll be sure to use it as a campaign
"&d hoodlums;" among others. Front anrI center in
d.ocament; and it &nJta biad argument on their sde of
the cartoon, a dubious diethetion, were twa large plants
the question eifher." The Desemt Em'ng News did inlabeled '"Mormonism" m d "M&=."
The fiowers
deed get hold of the inforination and could not resist the
temptation to take advantage of the apparent hypocrisy.
'We are h a y s gratified to leatn of the opposition of
persons like the unsavory leader of the new Bsoolclyn
revival. We never knew a lecherous ma-n oa women yet
who was not an * u n c o m p m ~memy'
g
of 'Mormon'
plural mania
not see the MO-ns
as an
Howem, G e r
unmi ' ated evil. The aost comprehensive
of
his a m 'valent opinions about the Mormons w s contgined in a lengthy Th&@ving day address delivered
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Bedsr, 231. An intetesting rhyme appeared in a Califonria
with reference to the new vocahbq g e n d d by the
dal:
"Beechet your words stvyive their parent acts' and 'botbm facts'
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Lamday Saints, SalZ Lake City, UtBh.
21 L k m d E d g Nem, 6 Dec. EfB.

at Plymouth church in 1tB3.g1Bieesher.hacffust,iviwmtEy ous go~mmnenb~by
irrigation. "The M m n lives on a
visited Salt Lake City, ledured in the Wt Lake Theater, .fm&&is &rigated by water which the
o m
and been taken on a personal tour of the city hy R e
aid msi&ids.'me church has only t~ st0 .the w&
leader of the Mormons, John Taylor. His parishioners from his b m and the s W or objectha ldcmknt
were anxious to hear about his visit. He ti@ted them w i l l starve or repent. No coatp no trial, n9 anythingby noting that many of the Motmon leaders were presimply shut the ,gates, I think the= never was so &sent at his lecture in Salt Lake City "and so many of dent a government so simply executtyi in, tbe world
their wives as could be spared (laughter)." He deplored (laughter)." It is impossibk to lFNMH haw-y
he or
the "ignoble origin" of Mamonism, but conceded it his Wneirs took this aneedotd exg~janati6i.
h any case
was "one of the great forces of modem society." Consis- it was not the usual humorless den-tim
of the
tent with the prevailing nativist spirit in America, he Mormon evil.
Even on polygamy, which Beecher apposed, he utidentified the bulk of Mormon immigrants as poar and
ignorant, but went on to admowkdp that the majority tered some words that were not displeasing to the
"rise at once and by their indushy a d fmqgdity WIIE~
Monnms. In a lecture delivered in l885 he exphined:
at once better men and acquire property." Tme, he
But if the Bible is the word of God according to the old
found it "odious . . . to have such a stink pot xight in
theo af pknary direct inspiration, then Mormonism
the midst of the nation," yet there was some aclmktion
is rizt-this is its stronghold today. They believe in
for the Mormons' commitment to theu religion: "If our
the Old Testament-they believe in it like thunder!
people here believed half so much in Chrhtkmity as the
When any man should undertake to hold at one and
people of Utah did in Mormonism, we would see the
the same t h e the absolute ins iratian, according to
globe revolutionized."
€he old verbal theory of the Bi e, how is he going to
One of the qualities Beecher noted in Mormondom
et away from that dechratim, "Mormonism cannat
was orderliness. "No more orderly city exbks on this
m
ow tor God inspired it, and you have got it in
b',&.'~'l
continent than Salt Lake City," he wrote. But this q d ity, which would have an appeal in an age of perceived
22 Cigden Henrld, 16 June 1885. Cf. the slightly different wordmg in
disintegration, was attributed by Beecher to an '*a&
W Beecher, EmJution and Refigia (NewYork: hrds, Haward &
lute spiritual despotism," which he explained as a curi- . Hemy
Hulbert, 1885), p. 66.
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n the darkness of prayer
yes clamped tightly
he house vacant and knees aching
it must have been hours
,hce I first knelt)
vinged hands begin to move and flutter
md a faint ray of light touhes

the a w n af mv head
~ n dinsinuates its wivelengths between
the mots of my hair.
n the mission field
w met a girl from Helsinki
pale strands of hair
yearning mouth
surging convictions
~ h now
o reads the scriptures wi
n Fib,ber hands
blded serenely
apon the heavy wooden table.
Qpologetidly,his mother
:hinksit is serious, ~ektial.
1
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trn a nice girl, too,
;he reminds me
dark curls
vanity
faltering faith.
fie time apart would try
3ur fee-s,
he said.
At the airport
I was silent.
Now even my prayer is interrupted
by thoughts of his yellow eyes
and I stumble in the darkness
in anguished longing for the flutt
winged hands.
Helen Jones
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[f Thy Brother Sins Against Thee
By Janice A b d
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hen came Peter to him, and said, Lord, how oft
shall my brother sin against me, and I forgive
him? till seven times? Jesus saith unto him, I
ty not unto thee, Until seven times: but, Until seventy
mes seven" (Matthew 18:21-22).
If Peter had asked, "Till eight times?" Jesus might
ave answered, "Not until eight times, but until eighty
mes eight," and his answer would have been the
une, a paradoxical expression of the principle of foriveness, for numbers are antithetical to forgiveness,
w j , Allred has a B.A. in English from BYU and is presently working
&aplay about Anne Hutchinson. She is the mother of four and lives
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the essence of which is to do away with a strict account
ing, to go beyond the calculations necessitated by jus
tice.
Jesus' answer is not a strategy to get us to alway
forgive based on the assumption that most of us ar
likely to lose count before we reach 490. A really cleve
and vindictive person would not have too much troubl
tallying up the required number against his enemy. On
good argument alone could conceivably contain dozen
of offenses. And who hasn't committed at least 490 sins
(Sins of ommission add up particularly rapidly.) Thi
insight that should be obtained is the realization of th
absurdity of counting offenses. What should count as a]

11 we try to tormulate Jesus' words into a straightforrard commandment, it seems that the rule "Always
wgive your brother's sins" will do justice to the princile. The always simplifies understanding the com~andment,though it may make it more difficult to
>ply.If we were commanded to sometimes forgive our
rother then we would have to deliberate as to which
zcasions were covered by the commandment. The alays seems to make deliberation unnecessary; we have
ren commanded and need only to do.
But still the always is not absolute because the imperave contains a condition; in fact, it might be restated as a
mditional, "Whenever (or if) your brother sins against
3u, forgive him." So deliberation is at least required to
etennine if the antecedent obtains. Of come, we don't
sually respond to offenses by asking ourselves, "Did
y brother sin against me," and then, if we deeide he
~d,by reminding ourselves that we are q u i r e d to
~rgivehim. We respond with our own particular patms of self-defense: retaliation or withdrawal, a frontal
tack or subversion, confrontation or sulking, accusams or excuses. If we are to ever forgive, then we must
we the commandment well enough entrenched in our
inds to cause us to question our normal unforgiving
%bits.Perhaps this is why the Lord included an invitaIn to reflect upon whether or not we are forgiving
we who trespass against us in his pattern for daib
mayer. Those who do this often find that a serious
tempt to apply the rule "always forgive" to all situaIns gives rise to serious questions.
Does forgiving wrongs mean not defending rights?
ws turning the other cheek mean submitting to whatmaltreatment is offered? Does it mean teaching our
~ildrento let the boy down the block bully them? Does
rgiving our brother his sins mean letting him use us
!cause he knows we won't retaliate? Does "Let him
ho is without sin among you cast the first stone" mean
at a Christian society should forgive criminals rather
an punish them?
In these cases forgiving s e e m not merely diffiadt,
rt may even be wrong. If forgiveness is g d , there
ust be some confusion in our understanding of Eorveness. Some deliberation will lead to the insight that
hat is involved in forgiving in each of these cases is not
actly the same; thus it might be profitable to separate
it the different senses in which forgive is sometimes
ed and ask ourselves what is involved in forgiving or
)t forgiving in each sense. There seem to be three
stind meanings.
1. God forgives us of our sins if we repent. What is the
eaning offorgiveness in this sense? Involved here is the
ncept of justice. To sin is to disobey God's laws, for
hich punishment must be exacted. When the Lord
rgives, he revokes through mercy the punishment
nich justice requires. Mercy does not rob justice beuse Christ himself paid the penalty for those who
lieve in him and repent. To forgive in this sense
eans to pardon. Another example offorgivebeing used
nilarly is "He forgave me for my debt of $200." Someing is owed but not required; the punishment or debt
cancelled without being paid by the debtor. To forgive
this sense, a man must be in position of authority, in a
v e m m ~ n ti n c G h n t i n n familv nr c n r i o h r
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€he prerogative of judgment and/or exacting punishment or pardoning offenses.
Does God want us to always forgive in this sense? We
have clear indication that he does not; Peter's question
concerned forgiveness of his brother's sins against him.
We. know of God's great respect for justice, law, and
order. As Alma wrote to Corianton, "Now the work of
justice muld not be destroyed; if so, God would cease to
be God" (Alma 83:213), and Joseph Smith wrote, "And
unto every kingdom is given a law; and unto every law
there are certain bounds also and conditions" (D&C
88:38).
To be orderly, and perhaps even to exist at all, governments, societies, institutions, and familiesmust have
laws and rules, and for these to be meaningful they
must prescribe punishments and penalties b r those
who disobey them. En Mosiah 26 the Lord exlains to
edure the €hurch should use in judging
ng transgessors. (They should be forgiven if
and pu
they were b repent, and they should be cast out of the
Church id they did not.) In section 42 of the Doctrine and
Covenants some rules and principles for rendering
judgment in Church affairs are given. These instructions
would not be necessary if we were to always pardm
those who transgress the law.
Does Jesus' statement "He that is without sin among
you, let him first cast a stone at her" proclaim a contrary
concept-that those breaking constituted laws should
not receive the prescribed punishment? It is important
to understand the circumstances of the utterance. The
scribes and Pharisees were seeking to trap Jesus into
either defending the strict Mosaic law requiring that
adulteresses (and adulterers) be put to death, thereby
defylng the existing Roman authorities, who retained
the power of capital punishment, or dishonoring the
Mosaic law by not adhering strictly to its demands.
Jesus avoided both alternatives, focusing his response
instead on the hypocrisy of the questioners.They were
not seeking understanding of criminal justice, and Jesus
did not answer the question they put to him. They
daimed that the wornan had been taken in adultery,
but, i$ so, where was her partner in crime, whom the
law a l w condemned? That he was not brought forward
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uouar un the mnregnry of her accusers. Jesus worus
tutwnaued jusuce erlu Ilu1uksrrruuurt-eu
JU~UCP
He that is without sin" should not be taken to mean (as
marks out the areas in which each of the two senses of
lose to whom they were addressed obviously did not
forgive which we have been discussing is appropriate,
tke them to mean) that judges and accusers must be
although, of course, it is possible for someone to blur
.dtally without sin. For that requirement would make a
the distinction by trying to "take the law into his own
travesty of man's justice. But it is reasonable to request
hands", seeking revenge through extra-legal means.
lat judges and accusers not be involved in the particuComparing these two senses of forgive will clarify the
lr crime they are judging. It was Jesus' revelation of
distinction.
leir hypocrisy, not only in misrepresenting their moBasically it can be seen that the two meanings are the
ves in questioning him, but also in being themselves
same: both senses concern the breaking of the law and
uilty of the crime of which they accused another,
the administration of justice. They differ, however, in
their spheres of application and in the position of the
rhich caused them to slink silently away.
It also seems clear that Jesus is not asking us to release
one administering justice or exonerating the offender. In
U those in debt to us through contractual obligation.
the first sense the individual exacting punishment is one
in a position of authority requiring him to see that the
his would be to effectively negate the concept of conlaw is honored. In the second meaning he is the one
act for Christian societies.
All of which is to say that justice is as important a
who has received the injury. In the first sense the laws
rinciple as mercy; indeed mercy has no meaning unless
broken are institutionalized, in the second they are
istice is established and a mercy that eradicates it
moral or ethical principles governing the relationships
riliy-nilly is of no benefit.
of individuals.
2, To retaliate or nof. When Jesus tells us, "Resist not
Now we are ready to ask ourselves, "'Does 'always
,vil: but whosoever shall smite thee on the right cheek
forgive' mean 'never retaIiate'?" Is there anything good
about retaliation? It does restore justice, and it can enturn to him the other also," he is commanding us to
>I.giveby not seeking revenge. This is the second sense
able the offender to see the nature of his offense. However, the victim is not disinterested. What he perceives
f "to forgive" that we will consider.
To forgive in this sense is to not retaliate. To retaliate
as offense is dependent upon his sensitivity, cultural
conditioning, moods, modes of comprehension, reasoni to return like for like, an eye for an eye, a tooth for a
ing power, ability to empathize, and ideas about right
loth, a blow for a blow, an angry word for an angry
and wrong. Will his retaliation be just? How will it be
rord, an insult for an insult, a deception for deception.
perceived and reacted to by the offender? Probably not
L concept of justice is also involved here. An injury is
as "simply justice." The offender's perception of his
~flictedand a like injury is returned. This is sensed to
own actions usually does not match that of the injured.
e an evening of the score, a reestablishment of equalMaybe he thought he was retaliating or maybe he didn't
y, a reconciliation or righting of a wrong. The victim
know his actions were perceived as injury by the other.
wes something (which happens to be negative) to the
If he was being deliberately aggressive in injuring the
ffender and comes into an equal relationship with him
other, it is likely that he has little respect for justice but
y returning something similar. A symbol for this pnnwill react with retaliative force against his victim's efiple is the slap on the cheek which is returned. The
forts to bring him to it. When individuals try to work out
sti ice of this seems almost axiomatic and universally
their own difficulties by retaliating, reconciliation be~tuitivelygrasped. Children playing together seem to
comes impossible, and injuries and offenses proliferate.
bserve it naturally, with no prior instruction on the
Another defect of retaliation is its effect upon the
iature of justice.
individual who retaliates. UsualIy he himself becomes
More complicated offenses than the unprovoked slap
caught up in the very evil he is protesting and is caught
nake the principle difficult to apply. A parent who has
LIP in cycles of violence, evil-speaking, manipulations,
attempted to establish justice in the seemingly simple
ffairs of two fighting children can appreciate the diflies, and malicious neglect. If the initial offense is evil,
then retaliatory acts, though legally less culpable, share
iculties. The question "Who hit first?" is an appropriate
the form of the evil act.
Ine but not always simply a factual one. The first blow is
If we were a11 perfect reflectors of evil, returning that
~suallyviewed by the one giving it as a return for an
which is inflicted upon us without loss of energy, the
njury (the other's playing with something he had his
initial impulse of evil in the world would never die.
ye upon or knocking over his tower) so that he feels the
refxrn of the blow as a new offense to which he must, to
How are we then to live at peace? The solution might
seem to lie in government, which sets up judges to serve
estore justice, respond. Motives and knowledge are
as impartial arbiters, using the law as a guide to judge
mportant and such questions as "What is or should
between the combatants. Someone must be willing to
~ualifyas an offense? Is it always possible to return like
absclrh the pain and suffering which the evil causes
For like? Is the victim always capable of doing so! What
tv~thouttransmitting it to others, or, in other words,
l~as
the first offense?'need to be considered.
torgive rather than retaliate. But this is only a partial
One purpose for government is to answer these quessolution for no government or authority has the time or
ions and thereby establish laws that govern justice in
resources to settle all disputes and conflicts.
luman relationships. The laws define offenses, specify
Some feel that the only alternative to retaliation is
L>unishments,and set up a machinery for calling oftensubmission, letting themselves be injured again and
ders to account, determining their guilt, and exacting
again or waiting abjectly for the other to apologize for
punishment. Obviously justice cannot be instlhi< rnndttrt tnward I > < and restore nod f e l i n e between
t~ti~nalizecl
nq all I P V P ~ C T ~ rlictinrtinn
P
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us. Other responses are possible. We can actively seek
reconciliation. We can confront our enemy-tell him of
our grievances against him and give him an opportunity
to explain them, air his grievances against us, apologize,
or perhaps even repeat the offense. This confrontation
should be made in a spirit of seeking understanding,
rather than of defensiveness or retaliation.
Section 98 of the Doctrine and Covenants explains the
principles of self-defense the Lord gives his people. If
we retaliate when our enemy smites us, we will be left to
ourselves in establishing iustice. We should bear the
injuries inflicted upon & by our enemies patiently, at
the same time actively seeking peace. If our enemy does
not repent and escapes the vengeance of the Lord, after
we have borne his trespasses patiently three times, we
are to warn him that if he again smites us we are justified in rewarding him according to his works or the
Lord will avenge us a hundredfold. But whenever our
enemy repents, we are not to count that trespass as a
testimony against him.
This gives the answer to our question "Does 'always
forgive' mean 'never retaliate?" The answer is, "Hardly
evgr, only under very special circumstances." The
reasons for this become clear as we practice for 'veness.
God loves the sinner as well as the one sinne against,
the guilty as well as the innocent. The principle of forgiveness shows care for the enemy. He offends, inflicts
injuries, and commits crimes in certain ways because he
is involved in those kinds of traditions, systems,
games," habits; perhaps he doesn't know that there
are other ways of interacting with his fellow beings.
When we refrain from retaliating we can help him break
out of these cycles and find the laws of celestial living. It
mav take a lot of vatience and. for some. some evidence
to ;how that ouiresponse is from strength rather than
weakness. Finally, if he refuses to repent, to see the
nature of his offense and recoil from it. we are iustified
in retaliating against him, but more blessed if &e leave
his punishment and restraint to authority rather than
undertaking-it ourselves. Restraint and patience also
have important effects on him who forgives. He does
not become involved in cycles of wrongdoing and avoids unrighteous judgment.
3. Overcoming ill-will. Doctrine and Covenants 641213suggests a third sense offorgive as it explains why we
should not forgive in the first sense:
And him that repenteth not of his sins, and confesseth them not, ye shall bring before the church and do
with him as the scripture saith unto you, either by
commandment or by revelation.
And this ye shall do that God may be glorified-not
because ye forgive not, having not compassion, but
that ye may be justified in the eyes of the law, that ye
may not offend him who is your lawgiver.
The third sense offorgiveinvolves our emotions, while
the other two involve our ations. When we are offended, emotions of anger, resentment, hate, bitterness,
indignation, and envy (aren't we sometimes offended
by the goodness, achievements, or good fortune of
another?) arise. This is part of the logic of perceiving
that we have been offended.
Recognizing + h ~+hese
+
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we sometimes think that the way to become more like
Christ is to deny them. But the principle of forgiveness
recognizes our mortal nature; it doesn't require us not to
feel injuries but to overcome with love the emotions of
ill-will they arouse in us. There is no exception to the
commandment to love, and it is in this sense that we
must always forgive. Whether in positions of authority
in wluch we must impose punishments or in circumstances in which the principles given in Doctrine
and Covenants 98 justify us in retaliating, we must
overcome any feelings of hatred, anger, resentment toward the offender. (If we hope that he won't repent so
that he'll get what's coming to him, we haven't succeeded.)
"Love thy enemy" is really the commandment to forgive, for to perceive an offense is to judge the offender
as our enemy-one who is seeking to injure us in some
way (even if we at the moment recognize it as probably
temporary). This is the key to the principle of forgiveness: love toward those who offend us. Love seeks the
good of the beloved. Sometimes that good is to be
punished, to be chastised, to receive what he deserves.
If we truly love our enemy we will not suffer hls
trespasses in silence but seek a loving way to show him
the nature of his offenses.
Sometimes the question is asked, "When two people
am at odds, who should make the first move toward
reconciliation?'It seems fair that the one at fault ought
to go to the other seeking forgiveness. But very often
each thinks the other is at fault, so the reconciliation will
probably never be effected. Forgiveness is a principle of
mercy, not fairness. If we say, "I will emotionally forgive him when he repents," we are operating on the
level of justice, not mercy. In section 42 of the Doctrine
and Covenants, Christ teaches that he who is offended
should go to the one who gave offense. This makes
sense too, because it is certainly possible to give offense
without knowing it.
How do we approach our enemy or estranged
brother? How can we replace our anger, hatred, resentment, or envy with love? We should begin by examining ourselves and seeking through prayer and honest
self-analysis to understand where we are at fault. Then,
having sought the Lord's forgiveness, we can approach
our enemy asking that he forgive us (even if only for our
ill feelings toward him). Then, freed from the responsibility of defending himself against our assumed selfrighteousness, he will find it easier to examine his own
actions, feelings, and intentions and be honest about
them. If we can lay our faults before him, he will not be
obliged to do it for us.
Talking things over, trying to understand another's
point af view, what he thought happened, what he felt,
and what he meant to say and communicate is one of
the best ways of overcoming angry, resentful feelings.
We usually think that what happened in a given situation is simply a matter of fact, and that if we were there,
we know what happened. But what we think happened
is dependent upon our moods, our desires, our purposes, the state of our health, and even our habits of
perception. Forgiveness requires the humility not to prejudge, but rather to be willing to learn to empathize with
the other's point of view.

AS we learn ro rorgive horn our hearts, restrmng our
latural impulse for retaliation and then consciously
;triving to replace hate with love, we will discover that
he same methods that enable us to do this will become
)art of us so that we take offense less and less. And we
will discover that our emotive response to the sins of
~thersis sorrow for the injury it does to them rather
hm the hate and resentment that arose when we fo:used on what they did to us. As love, seeking the good
~f others, is the key to the principle of forgiveness, so is
he process of forgiveness the key to the commandment
o love.
To forgive is difficult; to even begin the endeavor we
nust be convinced of its importance.
"Wherefore, I say unto you, that ye ought to forgive
me another; for he that forgiveth not his brother his
kspasses standeth condemned before the Lard; for
here remaineth in him the greater sin" ( D K64:9).
What is involved in failing to forgive? Why is it such a
p a t sin? Failing to forgive involves jud@ng uruighbusly: "But of you it is required to forgive all men.
W ye ought to say in your hearts-let God judge

and without which we are
tinkling cymbal" (1 Corin-

forgive not only the sins against us, but d sins. This b
illustrated in two of Jesus1parables. In the parable of the
prodigal son the elder son resents his father's mercy
toward the younger. If he fails to overcome this, he
cannot enter into the joy of the feast, which represents
Christ's kingdom. In the parable of the unequal wages
those laborers who worked long are angry at those who
worked but a short while and yet received the same
wages. The master asks, "Are you envious because I am
good?"
Both these parables show an attitude which the
"righteous," those who have spent most of their lives
committed to Christ and serving in his kingdom, might
feel toward a repentant sinner. When they accuse their
master of injustice, of unfairly offering the same reward
to those who labor but a short time, these lifelong workers have failed to understand their own relationship to
the Master. They have not asked themselves if their own
labors were sufficient to earn their rewards. They have
failed to realize that they are as dependent upon the
goodness of the Lord as are their brethren with whom
they are angry.
In the parable of the unmerciful servant we find portrayed the essence of the unforgiving spirit. As we ponder its meaning we can begin to understand what the
failure to forgive really means to our relationship with
Christ.
A servant was called before his king to pay a debt of
ten thousand talents which he owed him. The servant
pleaded for mercy, and the king had compassion on him
and forgave him his debt. Then the servant went to a
fellowservant who owed him a small amount and, refusing the second's pleas for mercy when he discovered he
could not pay, had him cast into jail. When the king
learned of the first servant's lack of mercy, he was very
angry with him and had him delivered to the tormentors
until he had paid all that he owed the king.
In accepting his lord's mercy, the servant should have
himself become merciful. That he did not showed his
hypocrisy. He accepted mercy, but its meaning did not
penetrate his heart; he accepted it, not as a principle
which is offered to all, but simply as something which
benefited himself in a particular situation. When it came
to a situation in which mercy didn't benefit him (according to his own carnal, material viewpoint) he rejected it.
If we re ard the d e r as Christ and his pardoning the
servant o the debt as the Atonement in which Christ
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nly a year ago Franklin Fisher stood at this very
podium and reminded us: "Fewer people than
we might think find it terriblv im~ortantto
take a stand on Ghether ~ o s e Smith
~ h reilly &w God or
was visited by an angel. But a Mormon novel is by
definition about people who do find it important"
("Three Essays: A Commentary," 11 [Summer 19781:
55).
Mormon missionaries are such people. And their
work is to persuade other people that such things are

b v i n a Fielding Anderson, researcher and writer in Salt Lake City,
graduated twice from Brigham Young University and once from the
University of Washington. Mormon literature is a passion but,
"unfortunately," she says, "there is not enough to glut yourself on
yet."

important. But what happens when a missionary doubts
his own message? The missionary is a sinner partially
redeemed, dealing in the cosmic drama of salvation,
redemption, and-yes-damnation.
Yet we seldom
refer to this issue with such polysyllabic splendor. Instead, the missionary problem is more usually summed
by a code question, "How's your testimony, Elder?"
meaning, "Do you know you can deliver what you promise?"
All other questions pale by comparison with this one
focusing on the missionary's own spiritual health, yet
this question may well be the most important frequently
asked question in missionary fiction. Only within the
last three or four years have a handful of Mormon

TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES
The Identity Crisis in L.D.S. Missionary Fiction
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writers-all but one of them beginning their craftapproached as an artistic problem the agonizing
spiritual problem of a crisis of faith, a crisis of religious
identity. These creative works are Douglas Thayer's
"Elder Thatcher," from Under the Cottonwoods and Other
Mormon Stories, (Provo: Frankson Books, 1977), Bela
Petsco's "Numbers" and "God Still Demands a Sacrifice" from his 1977 BYU master's thesis, "Nothing
Very Important and Other Stories," Christy Ackerson's
novel, "Tales from a Tracting Book," also a 1977 B W
master's thesis, and Robert Elliot's three-act play, Fires
of the Mind, performed at BYU and published in Sunstone
(winter, 1975). (Future publication is planned by both
Petsco and Ackerson.) I except Gladys Farmer's delightful collection Elders and Sisters since it seems to me to
deal more with the sociology than the psychospirituality of missionary work.
In all four, the main characters experience an identity
crisis brought on by the contrast between the futility and
boredom of their missionary routine and the transcendent spiritual content it should enclose. In other words,
all of the main characters do missionary work, but all
come to the point where they ask, "Can I be a missionary?"
It's valid, at this point, to ask why this question, so
frequently asked in real life, is so seldom asked in fiction. I think there are three reasons.
1. Where missionary work in general is concerned,
nonfiction has traditionally communicated with more
power. For instance, the Ensign has published forty-five
short stories since 1971, only two of which deal with
missionaries. But during the same time, it has published
at least twenty-five first person missionary accounts and
sixty-five articles on how-and-why missionary work
should be done. Since 1971, the New Era has published
ten missionary stories, but forty-six first person accounts, and fifty-two how-and-why articles. Missionary
work is the Church's serious business and, after all, isn't
there something a little-well, sacrilegious-about making up spiritual experiences?
2. Traditionally, missionary stories-like missionary
homecomings-have trained prospective missionaries
for their future roles as tracters, teachers, and testifiers.
Three fine examples are Bruce D. Porter's article, originally submitted as fiction, "Dinner Invitation" (Ensign,
June 1977, pp. 30-33)-two proud and squabbling elders
are humbled by their contact with a shockingly fat but
radiantly spiritual German sister; Mark J. Stoddard's
short story, "Jensen and Emstein," (New Era, February
1975, pp. 11-13)-featuring a trunky senior and a
greenie with a powerful testimony; and Bill Adler's
short story, "When White Shirts Turn Gray," (New Era,
December 1977, pp. 13-15)-showing an arrogant
greenie who is taught humility and love by his departing senior. These stories effectively reinforce correct
missionary attitudes. Should the institution's own publications show the missionfield itself precipitating a
crisis of faith? Should other believing members of the
Church?
3. Our missionary model comes from 1830 missionaries like Parley P. Pratt: an adult convert; an identity crisis, were one to occur, would probably accompany conversion. His mission would be the vehicle by

which he demonstrated the profundity and power of his
reorientation Christward. In contrast, a twentieth century typical missionary is a nineteen-year-old boy who
may or may not have experienced that profound
reorientation and whose role is described by dress standards, staying with his companion at all times, and
memorizing discussions at least as much as it is by
providential deliverances, confounding the opposition,
and performing miracles. In other words, as the details
of a missionary's role have become more conspicuous, it
is more possible for a missionary to role-play, rather
than probe the depths of his religious identity.
In our first example, Douglas Thayer shows us the
relationship between role and identity. With his
blunted, understated sentences, each one sitting foursquare and factual in a paragraph that is a complex
blend of narrative and memory, he traces Elder
Thatcher's identity crisis and its resolution. The entire
story takes place while David Thacher, six weeks back in
Provo from his mission to Germany, waits to give two
carefully outlined pages of inspiration for his homecoming talk.
But he has mixed feelings about it. On the one hand,
he wants to tell the priests at the sacrament table what a
mission is really like. "They shouldn't have to go on
missions as dumb as he had been. They needed to know
the good and the bad" (p. 103). On the other hand, he
knows that the congregation "didn't want him to tell
them about the everyday boredom, doubt and failure,
and even despair a missionary f a c e d (p. 102). He remembers he had borne his testimony on leaving because
"he had felt the whole ward needed him . . . to confirm
their idea of what a newly ordained nineteen-year-old
elder should be" (p. 78).

Whv are there so few examvles of a
liter& treatment of the mLsionaries
crisis of faith?
But in the missionfield, he started needing to know
what he himself thought and felt. At first, he simply
wanted to go home. He hated Germany, was embarrassed at his new role, and racked by the feeling that "he
would never be young and free again" (p. 91). But
home, while it was "all the good thingsu-his family,
his girlfriend, his ward-constituted precisely those
elements that had also "trapped him on his mission" (p.
92). More importantly, he feels from his very core that
he had "to be honest or he lost a place to start his
life. . . . So he had decided that he could ask for a
release and go home honest only if he did absolutely
everything he was supposed to. Then he could stand up
in testimony meeting and say, 'I made an honest mistake. I found out that I didn't know the gospel was true,
but I still want to go to church and live here in the ward
with you.' " (p. 93).
So he did everything he was supposed to, and the
role became his means to finding his identity, even
though "he didn't want it to be true then, already afraid
perhaps of the obligation of knowing that, the intensity
of life, the understanding" (p. 101). The change, when it
September-October 1978 31

occurs, is something he can't describe or talk about
because "it was too personal, the beginning of a new
mind and a new heart, the feeling of beginning power,
new happiness" (p. 102). These feelings are as real as
the embarrassment, the fatigue, the homesickness. For
the first time, seeing the suffering in Germany, he sees
the necessity for a Savior; he also sees that "sex didn't
have to be the ultimate experience of his life." Instead,
in this new reality, "love and spiritual experience
[became] as real as eating or drinking," and he senses,
outside himself, an "infinite emotion," demanding of
him a "final obligation" (p. 99). Role-playing the missionary has transformed him into the missionary; facing
the comfortable complacent congregation, he puts the
outline back into his pocket. That gesture is an affirmation of his new identity as a committed, converted
Christian. He will not deny the reality of his spiritual
experience.
In contrast, B6la Petsco's narrator, h4ihaly Agyar, a
Hungarian convert from New York serving in Arizona
and California, finds that the missionfield presents him
with a choice between his identity as a committed Christian and his role as a missionary. In some ways, the
most metaphysical of the four writers, Petsco reveals
Agyar to us with an austere and remote style, watchful
and withdrawn even in the depiction of pain. In the first
story, "Numbers," Agyar is tossing in a waking nightmare of free-associated scriptures involving numbers
and the missionary numbers game:
"So he numbered them in the wilderness of Sinai. . . . He
numbers. She numbers. It numbers. They number.
We. . . . No-not we. They number.
"Number now, and see who is gone from us. . . .
--

--

The crisis begins as she looks at the
tracks, "wickedly inviting," and thlnks
how easy it would be to step in front of
the train.
"Now, if you come to know in your heart, Brother
Brown, that the restoration of the gospel is true, would
you desire to be baptized into the Church . . . and
become number 1,857,663? . . .
"Number of baptisms this week. Number of baptisms
to date . . . Number of families being taught. Number
of contacts this week. Number of hours spent teaching
1st Discussion-2nd
Discussion-3rd
Discussion4th-5th-6th.
Number of contacts committed to baptism. Number of copies of the Book of Mormon placed.
Number of testimonies borne" (pp. 173-176). Against
this flood is his own puny voice protesting, "No." For
him, retaining a testimony depends on denying the
"worship [of] all the golden numbers" (p. 179).
In the following story, "God Still Demands a Sacrifice," Agyar reaches the predictable impasse with his
mission president and offers to go home: " 'I cannot any
longer support a system which equates doing the Lord's
work with baptizing alone' "(p. 185). His mission president asks him to fast, pray, and talk with a visiting
General Authority. Agyar does and the General Authority shatters him by saying, almost kindly, " 'After all,
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Elder, baptism is the name of the game' " (p. 186). Thus,
the sacrifice Agyar has offered is not acceptable. As he
leaves, he says to the General Authority:" 'God still
demands a sacrifice.'
"It was almost a question-at least the brother took it
as one-and after a moment . . . said, 'Yes . . .' " (p.
187). The sacrifice Agyar is being asked to make is that
of his personal integrity.
Petsco does not follow Agyar into the labyrinth of the
decision he must make. He leaves the reader with the
fresh shock and the pain; but in the following intercalary
vignette we have a snippet from his homecoming talk:
" 'A mission is neither all good-nor is it all bad. . . .
My mission taught me the importance of gaining a personal testimony' " (p. 188). Whatever Agyar means by
"testimony," he has found the key to living with ambiguity, as Elder Thatcher now must in his materialistic
home ward. Agyar and Elder Thatcher could keep both
their identities and their roles; but for Agyar, unlike
Elder Thatcher, the role was his burden, not his means
of deliverance.
In Christy Ackerson's "Tales from a Tracting Book,"
also set in Germany, we see Sister Nancy Harper juggling her own explosive oranges of role-playing and identity. Ms. Ackerson's prose does not have the carefully
layered solidity of Thayer's, the austere metaphysics of
Petsco's. Instead, it is busy, buzzy, and domesticated,
breathing a kind of homey reality that, in some ways,
makes it easier to relate to. Sister Harper is introduced
to us as thoroughly human, diligently tracting the morning away but wishing irritatedly that her companion
wouldn't wear such garishly red lipstick and brooding
with voluptuous greediness over German pastries. She
lives inside her missionary routine with the same combination of comfort and frustration as a housewife and
with as little thought for philosophical subtleties, usually.
When an enthusiastic new elder gives as a spiritual
thought the example of Ether who " 'did cry [repentance] from the morning, even until the going down of
the sun' " she wonders cynically, "without counting
hours?" yet still feels "vaguely guilty. If I were as
spiritual as Ether, we might be having success. I'd know
just what to say to Kreugers, and how to say it, and
they'd feel the Spirit, and know it was true. Or maybe, if
they really weren't ready yet, I'd know that, too, and we
wouldn't be wasting our time on them" (pp. 98-99). This
chain of simple sentences is like her perception of her
role: cluttered but uncomplicated. What's bothering her
is not profound questions about ultimate truth, but her
inability to perform perfectly the missionary's role.
When she does throw herself into the role, she, like Elder
Thatcher, finds the results confirming. She and her
companion fast for the Kreugers (a kind of ultimate
sacrifice for this missionary who savors each taste of
yoghurt with healthy sensuality) and it seems to work.
She feels "so good. . . . The Gospel was true. . . .
Clear sky, sunshine, fasting-it was neat, being a missionary." We notice a certain elemental simplicity in her
distinctions. "We were in the right place at the perfect
time. And Kreugers would make it. We'd go in there
tonight with a spirit so strong they wouldn't be able to
resist" (pp. 109-110).
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But Kreugers do resist. And another investigator, her
life briefly transformed by the gospel, backslides overnight. Then Sister Harper is transferred-her passage to
a new identity.
The crisis begins as she looks at the tracks, "wickedly
inviting," and thinks how easy it would be to step in
front of the train. She leaves her companion, her investigators, and her city without feeling "a thing" (p. 223).
She considers, then rejects the idea of asking golden
questions on the train. And she toys with the idea of
going on to Munich instead of transferring as she must
in a few miles.
At the same time she is questioning her identity as a
missionary, she is also questioning her identity as a
woman, possibly paralleling Elder Thatcher's attempts
to place sex in proper perspective in his changing life
but in reverse. Behind her she leaves Elder Dunn,
whose brown eyes and pointed allusions to their "future" has sent her mooning over housewares in a department store. But he is still corresponding with Francene, who writes provocatively sexy letters. Part of Sister Harper's anger boils over in that direction: "That
fluff head! What did she know of missionary
work?. . . . She'd probably cry when the first hausfrau
waved a mop in her face. And then Elder Dunn would
comfort her with some meaningful promises about their
future. Ha!" (p. 225).
But Sister Harper can't soothe her battered femininity
by leaning on her missionary competence since she's
also questioning that. "Missionaries were incredibly
naive. . . . What did we do, really? . . . What had I
done? . . . The Germans just didn't change. . . . We
trudged up and down stairs, pushing doorbells, meeting goals, counting hours-all along vaguely suspecting
that we weren't accomplishing much." She feels revulsion at the thought of starting "the whole missionary
routine all over again" (pp. 226-27). Yet missionaries
don't quit-except for those who can't learn the language. And she was "a super missionary who knew the
discussions backwards and forwards, in English and
German, and could do the work, but didn't see the point
any longer."
She has to sort this out carefully: "It wasn't that I
hadn't tied. I'd done as much as three or four elders put
together, and I'd followed the program, and kept the
rules. And it still hadn't paid off' (p. 228). It's a dizzying
revelation for her. The cause-and-effect of the gospel
that she had always taken for granted doesn't work. The
gospel may still be "true," but now she has no way to
prove it.
When the train pulls out for Munich, she climbs back
on it.
At first her freedom exhilarates her. Then it panics
her. She deliberately picks up a German student for the
afternoon, but finds herself compulsively probing for
the meaning in his life. He has little, and it makes her
realize with a shock that she does. She explains the
Atonement to him, so passionately that he finds her
naive and accuses:
" 'You've never done anything really bad, have you?'
"I stared at him. . . . Just today, I could have said.

Right now. The stupidest thing I'd ever done, only I
couldn't go back now.
, . . because if you had,' he was saying, 'you
couldn't make it sound so easy. . . . People don't
change. . . .,
This repetition of her own earlier words stings her.
"Yes, they do,' I blurted out. 'They can. I'm going to.'
"He stared at me strangely.
" 'I've done something awful,' I said, " 'I have-and I
can't talk about it now. But I'm going to . . . do better.'
"He narrowed his eyes.
" 'I'm going to repent,' I said, standing up. 'I'mgoing
to have a clean record now.'
"His lips pressed into a smile. He was trying to understand. I suddenly wanted to hug him. I wanted to hug
the whole world. But I remembered mission rules.
" 'It's OK,' I said, smiling. 'Let's go.'
"He got up slowly. 'You really know that,' he said,
trying to smile himself. 'You really believe it.'
" 'I do,' I said. 'I know it's true' " (pp. 249-250).
This moment of realization, that affirmation, was
more than conditioned reflex to a "teaching moment." It
was a realization that her identity did not come from
role-playing missionary for the promised reward of a
baptism. Instead, it sprang from her need to change
because of acknowledged wrongdoing, her right to
change because of her eternal identity, and her power to
change because of the Atonement of Christ. As a missionary on the loose in Munich, she was at odds with
her role and had experienced a frightening loss of identity. "Nobody knew I was anything!" she had realized
(p. 239). Her conversation with Otto makes her see the
relationship between her permanent identity and her
temporary role. She is not a complex character and she
is not fascinated by the intellectual aspects of the problem; but a profound change has occurred.
Oddly enough, the rest of the novel is not anticlimactic. Her discovery becomes part of her life, not the high
point of her life. No one knows she's been playing
hookey because her companion's train was late too. It's
raining the next day. Tracting is still dreary. She still
loves pastry. She still thinks about Elder Dunn and her
heart does flipflops when he is transferred in as zone
leader. But she refuses to break an appointment with a .
contact when Elder Dunn invites the sisters to the circus; and when they meet a former SS officer who cannot
cleanse his conscience of the innocent blood he has
shed, she tells him with authority:
" 'You can be clean again, Herr Brandt. You can erase
the past. It's not easy-I know from something I've
done-you have to change your life and start keeping all
the commandments. . . . It makes you worthy to really
talk with Him, and then you can ask His forgiveness for
what you've done.'
"Herr Brandt gazed silently into the bottle of sprudel
on the table.
" 'Like me,' I said. 'Nobody knows this, but . . . I
even ran off to Munich by myself and broke all the
rules.' (Sister Nord choked on her fork.) 'Now I'm trying to repent-I'm trying to be a better missionary so I
can ask the Savior to forgive me. And then His
Atonement-His sacrifice-will pay for the wrong I've
done. Then I'll be clean again.'
8,
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"Whew, I thought. It's that simple, But I never saw it
that way until now.
"Herr Brandt looked across the table, his eyes gentle.
'That's why I need to stop smoking,' he said, 'So I'll be
worthy. The others never explained it quite that way' "
(pp. 3045).
Part of the gentleness may be his mature recognition
for the difference between deliberate murder and an
afternoon in Munich, but part of it is also for a recognition that the atonement is infinite. Herr Brandt is ultimately baptized, though not easily; but the real convert
is Sister Harper. She had first accepted unthinkingly,
then rejected her role as a missionary. Now she accepts
it as an expression of her identity-that of a committed
Christian.
In the fourth example, Robert Elliot's Fires of the Mind,
Elder Johnson ultimately rejects the missionary role
and, in so doing, rejects the identity and testimony he
had thought he wanted. The play involves five elders in
Taipei, whimsically and somewhat irrelevantly named
Matthews, Markham, Lucas, Johnson, and Poll. The
dialogue is supple, slangy, laced with humor, and taut
with the threat of violence. Elder Matthews, the zone
leader, is hard-working, and rules-conscious, currently
guilty of classifying his slide collection during study
time. Elder Markham, Johnson's companion, is sincere,
a little stupid, and frankly bucking for a promotion.
Elder Johnson knows the cliches too, but, as his departing companion, Elder Poll, had explained to Elder
Markham: "He knows the Church rests basically on
revelation and individual testimony, and he's not satisfied with what he's got. . . . He doesn't want a sign,
but he figures the 'warm feelings' everybody talks about
aren't enough to base your life on. He wants something
more, and until he gets it, he has to reserve judgment.
And he's honest, painfully honest. I mean he can't just
accept the fact that he hasn't completely amved, and
work at it slowly. He's always thinking about it and
tormenting himself " (p. 33).

For Elder Johnson, the trial of faith is
faith itself.
Elder Lucas, the fourth elder, understands Elder
Johnson and mediates between him and the two insensitive "system" missionaries. He had gone on his mission from "a little hick town in Alberta," determined
that "no big city Heart of Zion boys were ever gonna
show me up. . . . I went into the LTM red hot and I
burned the place up. But it wasn't for the Lord. I worked
really hard, but only to prove that I was the best" (p.
43). His mission has taught him that "reward-seekers
and sign-seekers are both looking for proof that they're
worthy. They're both insecure, and they want the Lord
to compensate them for it. Sometimes He will, but
sometimes He won't. I guess that's the trial of faith, or at
least one of them" (p. 45).
For Elder Johnson, the trial of faith is faith itself. He
had come on his mission as a "gambler," feeding coins
of his time to the "one-armed bandit" Mormon god.
"And I keep on losing," he cries. "A month, a year, now
two years for this mission. And I always say I'll quit if I
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don't get an answer. But, everyone says 'Try, just once
more, try. You've tried so hard and so long. Don't quit
now. Maybe it'll come this time.' And it never does. A
taste, sometimes-a feeling, a thought-but it's only a
tease. They never last. Never" (p. 55).
He will not accept the good feelings. "I could never
say something's true because it makes me happy. For
me, it's got to be the other way around. It makes me
happy because it's true" (p. 55). Epistemology is as
important as ontology. Because he does not understand
the means by which his "good feelings" come, he refuses to recognize them as valid.
In a climactic scene where he contends against the
models of Elder Markham's unthinking faith and Elder
Lucas' sophisticated spirituality, he suddenly comes to
the core issue-his real identity as a skeptic: "What if
they're wrong? How could you live with yourself if
they're wrong? Your life would be a joke. All your
suffering a joke!" (p. 87). Despite his sincerity and his
pain, he is not striving for a convert's identity; he is
preserving the identity he has built out of negation and
resistance. And he rejects the possibility of faith by
rejecting the missionary's role. He slips out of the
apartment with a girl, even while his companion is
reading aloud a letter from a man they've taught, a man
whose openness to spiritual experience has brought him
the confirmation that Johnson has rejected for himself.
In summary, let's return to those three reasons why
fiction may have traditionally avoided the missionary's
crisis of faith as a subject. And I think we can see that
the failure has been in the writer, up to this point, not in
the subject. Are these creative works as convincing as
nonfiction? All four are deeply affirmative of the reality
of spiritual values. Even in Fires of the Mind, Johnson is
rejecting something he could have-not something that
does not exist. And Agyar's testimony survives almost
total disillusionment with the missionfield. These
stories bear, in our terminology, a powerful "testimony
of testimony." Second, these stories are also effective as
training literature for prospective missionaries.
Granted, not every missionary suffers a crisis of faith,
although I know few who do not feel crippling discouragement, at least for a time. But for those who do find
themselves doubting and despairing, where are their
models? And third, none of these stories denies the
importance of the missionary's role; instead, all of them
use the yardstick of conformity to role as a measure of
the missionary's own spiritual maturation-positively
for Elder Thatcher and Sister Harper, negativelythough in different ways-for Agyar and Johnson.
The question of a missionary's faith is thus not only
legitimate for the Mormon writer to ask, but a vital and
urgent question. Again at last year's meeting, Herbert
Harker said, "When I first thought about it, it seemed to
me that the reason a person writes is to explain-to
explain, for example, what it was like to be the grandson
of a polygamist, living on a farm in Canada during the
depression. I know now that my impulse rises from a
deeper source; I write not so much to explain as to
understand" ("Excavating Myself," Dialogue, 11 [Summer 19781: 60-61).
Thayer, Petsco, Ackerson, and Elliot have helped us
understand.
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n acquaintance of mine, completing her first
reading of Leonard J. Anington's Great Basin
Kingdom, commented to me that the book had
been a trial to her faith. "Almost every enterprise they
began," she said, "failed." It was not immediately obvious to me how her question could best be answered, for
in reviewing the series of attempts by Church leaders to
force industrialization in the 1850s, one had to conclude
that ambitious plans in many instances went awry. It
was not until several months after I began working at
the Historical Department of the Church that a fully
Dean May is father of two, husband of one, and bishop of Emerson
Second Ward. He is an assistant professor of history at the University
of Utah and the director of the Center for Historical Population Studies
there.

satisfying answer to her question began to dawn upon
me. A direct response to her concern had been written
by Erastus Snow, in a letter he sent to the Deseret News,
published 25 December 1852 (and used by Dr. Arrington
in Great Basin Kingdom).
Elder Snow was sent in 1851 with another Apostle,
Franklin D. Richards, to the then remote frontier settlement of Cedar City, Utah, to check on the progress of
missionaries who for a year had been attempting with
little success to develop an iron industry in response to a
call from Brigham Young. The Apostles' report to the
Deseret N m s on the progress of the mission was optimistic, but indicated that their hopes for the project went
well beyond success in the smelting of iron. "We found
a Scotch party, a Welch party, an English party and an
American party," they wrote, "and we turned Iron MasSeptember-October 1978 35

My friend had somehow thought
that a prophet, if he were truly a
prophet, could not fail, no matter
what he undertook-that Midaslike,
he could turn mud or hens' eggs to
gold by merely touching them.
ters and undertook to put all these parties through the
furnace, and run out a party of Saints for building up
the Kingdom of God."
It now seems obvious to me, in the light of many
similar statements by Church leaders of the past that the
successful smelting of iron was, in fact, of secondary
importance-that it was perfecting the character of the
people which most concerned them, and all Church
enterprise was aimed ultimately at success in this
paramount task. The Great Basin, as President Young
put it on many occasions, was "a good place to make
Saints." It did not matter that California offered the
promise of immediate wealth, or a more salubrious climate. Much more important was the need to keep the
body of the Saints together so they might be subject to
Church influence, learn to live in unity together, and
develop a consciousness of their distinctiveness as a
people apart from the rest of the world. The incoming
population, Brigham Young said on one occasion, was
like clay on a potter's wheel, men who "have got to be
ground over and worked on the table, until they are
made perfectly pliable and in readiness to be put on the
wheel, to be turned into vessels of honor."
My friend had somehow thought that a prophet, if he
were truly a prophet, could not fail, no matter what he
undertook-that Midaslike, he could turn mud or hen's
eggs to gold by merely touching them. Latter-day
prophets would be among the first, I suspect, to deny
that their prophetic calling gave them such sweeping
powers. As a people we would like to believe that our
leaders, past and present, will point the way to success
in everything, and that all Latter-day Saints consequently can and should, by virtue of the Spirit, excel
at everything they undertake.
The study of Church history has taught me two important points in this regard: First, failure in one goal
can at times be a condition of success in another. Second, our own immediate goal may not be the same as
God's ultimate goal for us. It may be necessary at times
for the Saints to be "ground over and worked on the
table," an experience which has a distinctly unpleasant
ring to it, that we might be more readily "turned into
vessels of honor." As individuals and as a people, we
sometimes see our paramount goal but dimly and are
quick to declare a rout, when in fact the skirmish is
hardening us for more important battles yet to come. It
seems even possible that, at times, prophets have been
guided by the Spirit to lead us into a momentary defeat
that will eventually have positive effects upon the
growth of the kingdom. So long as we have had the
faith to regroup we have been prepared for subsequent
campaigns.
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Careful, honest investigation of our past inevitably
reveals failures which our memories have long since
blotted out, and this being true, we might well ask why
do we bothPr to research and write our history? One
answer might be given from my own experience. In a
recent study of the Mormon development of irrigation,
prepared for a professional journal, I was brought to
conclude that manv of the advances in irrigation
en"
gineering and practice were made by non-Mormons,
and that after an initially brilliant innovative period the
Saints left advancement of the arts of irrigation to
others. Even the important task of demonstrating the
promise of irrigated agriculture in the West was not
something the pioneers did out of cleverness, design, or
inspiration, but because their faith had led them and
attached them to a land where irrigation was a condition
of survival. They pioneered in irrigated agriculture because their faith permitted no alternative.
Learning that the early Saints were probably secondrate irrigation engineers and inefficient users of water
did not diminish my confidence in Church leaders,
however, for it was the clue which directed me towards
a better understanding of their main achievement. I
noted, in reading minutes of an irrigation congress held
in Salt Lake City in 1891, that the non-Mormon delegates had little praise for Mormon irrigation practices
but were profoundly impressed with the quality of life
in Mormon irrigated towns. They were so impressed, in
fact, that they began to believe the benefits of Mormon
rural life would come naturally to any community built
on a base of irrigated agriculture. "Utah," one of them
said, "is the product of its environment . . . . The
forces that have made the civilization of Utah will make
the civilization of western America." Even a cursory
review of the history of the Mormons, however, made it
clear that the qualities of life so much admired by the
non-Mormon irrigation enthusiasts were products, not
so much of the irrigation ditch, as of the historical experience of the people and of their faith. I found it easy
the truth that Mormon achievements in irrito accevt
I
gated agriculture were not as great as we have thought.
It was the making of Saints which was most important.
The distinctive quality of Mormon rural life, unlike anything in the American west, was one demonstration of
success in the more important task.
History had taught me that God does not necessarily
expect us to succeed in all things, that failure in some
things may, in fact, lead us to concentrate on achieving
success in the more important task. It taught a lesson in
humility which was as applicable to my own life as to
our life as a people, for the more I studied, the clearer it
k a m e that our goals have not always been God's goals,
that the successes we would have may not be always the
successes he would wish for us, and though we may not
see clearly at a given moment, if we stand back and look
at the broad sweep of events, as the historian must do,
there is an inexorable will guiding the Saints, sustaining
them through trials and errors, shaping them ineluctibly
into men "perfectly pliable and in readiness to be put on
the wheel, to be turned into vessels of honor." The
significance of our other successes or failures as a people
seem, in comparison to this vast ongoing process, trivial.
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Marriner S. Eccles:
Private Entrepreneur
and Public Servant
Sidney Hyman
Stanford University
Graduate School of Business, 1976
456 pages, index; $15.00
The 4 February 1935
issue of Time magazine
reported "Many people
in Washington are
convinced that Mamner
Eccles is all that stands
between the nation and
disaster." Sidney
Hvman, in his
sympathetic bioiraphy of the Utah
businessman subscribes to this opinion
and leaves the "liberal" Mormon
audience, familiar with the history of
the 1930s, with the impression that
perhaps the prophecy regarding the
Constitution of the United States
hanging by a thread and being saved
by the elders of Israel has already been
fulfilled.
In any event there is justifiable
support for the assessment of Mamner
S. Eccles that "Few men make a
difference in the course of human
history. Maminer Eccles . . . did" (p.
ix). As a member of the Federal
Reserve Board from 1934 to 1951,
Eccles was instrumental in promoting
an active and extensive role by the
federal government in fiscal affairs to
combat the problems of the Great
Depression, in securing important
banking reforms, and breaking control
of the Federal Reserve by the Treasury
Department.
In 1951, Sidney Hyman, currently a
professor in the social sciences at the
University of Illinois, began his work
on Marriner Eccles with the editing of
Eccles' memoirs published as the book
Beckoning Frontiers. Since its
publication, Beckoning Frontiers has
been an important source for students
of the Roosevelt years. It is both an
explanation and a defense of Eccles'
economic policies until he resigned

from the Federal Reserve Board in the
spring of 1951.
Hyman justifies the publication of this
biography as a re-examination of
Eccles's account from the perspective
of a quarter of a century, and with the
use of other accounts and documents,
the diaries of Henry Morgenthau and
Harold Ickes, for example, which were
not available in 1951. In addition, the
post-1951 period Hyman finds
important, as Eccles' position on
current events continued to run
contrary to popular opinion.
The first quarter of the book covers the
pre- 1933 period and focuses on the
career of Marriner's father, David
Eccles; Mamner's early life; the conflict
between the Ogden branch of the
family and the Logan branch after the
death of David Eccles in 1912;
Mamner's early involvement f n
banking, including the development of
the First Security Corporation; and
Eccle's successful efforts to prevent
closure of his banks during the
banking crisis of the eary 1930s.
It was his experience during the
banking crisis that led him to abandon
the laissez-faire economic philosophy
of his father and other nineteenth
century businessmen and its
conviction that thrift was essential to
insure prosperity. In its place, Eccles
concluded that prosperity could be
returned only by government action to
greatly increase spending by providing
jobs. Eccles advocated deficit
government spending during times of
depression and a balanced budget
attained by higher taxes during
periods of prosperity. This Keynesian
philosohy, as it was later labeled, was
developed independent of, and prior
to, John Maynard Keynes' statement of
a compensatory economy in his
General Theory of Employment, Interest
and Money, published in 1936.
Mamner Eccles was consistent in his
adherence to this philosophy hom
1933 on. Until the threat of World War
I1 ended the Great Depression, he
continually advocated increasing the
purchasing power of the public
through government programs
financed by deficit spending. After an
economic boom followed the war, he

called for higher taxes, government
controls, and a balanced budget in
order to curb excessive inflation. In
both instances, he faced strong
resistance from his fellow
businessmen, and relished the fact that
he earned the distinction as a "traitor
to his class," long before Franklin D.
Roosevelt.
Eccles was at odds with popular
opinion on several major issues. Fadvocacy of a war of attrition wit1
Japan after the defeat of Germany
order to make a smoother transiti~
from a wartime to a peacetime
economy was seen as near disloyalty.
Shortly after the outbreak of the
Korean War, he advocated recognition
of Communist China and support for
its membership in the United Nations
as soon as the war was concluded. In
1954 in an address to the National
Association of University Presidents,
held in Salt Lake City, he again called
for recognition of Communist China
and withdrawal of United States
support for Chiang Kai-shek,
Syngman Rhee and the French colonial
government of Indochina. He was
concerned with overpopulation and in
March 1962 when invited to address
business students at Brigham Young
University, on the topic of "Monetary
Policy and Inflation," he switched the
topic to "The Population Problem and
Education in the United States and
Throughout the World." In a similar
vein when he was invited to a White
House dinner in 1965 and was asked
to state his view on the Vietnam War,
he clearly and thoroughly outlined his
opposition to the administration policy
on the war.
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Sidney Hyman's treatment of Mamner
Eccles is sympathetic and defensive.
Contemporary criticism of Eccles by
both the business and political
communities was not developed and
the book suffers from an over-reliance
on Eccles' sources. The account of the
New Deal years reveals little that is
new, and while the book is
well-written, it does not replace the
original account of this period in
Beckoning Frontiers -an account which
offers a more direct insight into the
thoughts and actions of Eccles.
Although the book is devoted
primarily to Marriner Eccles as a prime
force in American economic history, its
value would have been enhanced by
greater attention to his personal life
and his relationship with the Mormon
community. For example, the long
years alone in Washington separated
from his family in Utah created
problems which eventually led to a
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divorce. Although he served a mission
to Scotland, it appears religion and the
Mormon Church were of little
significance in his personal life. Such
personal issues are seldom mentioned
and only briefly discussed. What were
Eccles' feelings toward religion and his
church? Were there conflicts between
Church authorities and Eccles over his
economic philosophy? Hyman fails to
tell us. Perhaps these issues are not
addressed because Marriner Eccles was
reluctant to discuss them. One hopes
that had the book been written after
Eccles death, which occurred in 1977,
these areas would have been given
their proper attention. Finally, while
Hyman's book looks at Eccles in the
context of the nation's economic
history, another volume should be
written with an emphasis on Eccles as
a Utahn and a Mormon. Such an
approach would undoubtedly reveal
significant insights to students of
Mormon and Utah history. As it
stands, the book chronicles an
important chapter of American
economic history and the public life of
one of Mormondom's most influential
and creative individuals.
A. Kent Powell
A. KENT POWELL is Coordinator for Historic
Preservation Research at the Utah State Historical
society

That Day In June: Reflections on the
Teton Dam Disaster
Janet Thomas, Bernice McCowin, Mary
Tingey, and Margaret Thomas, eds.
Ricks College Press, 1977
vii 309 pp.
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Just before noon on
June 5, 1976, the Teton
Dam in southeastern
Jb Idaho collapsed and
suddenlv released
eighty 6llion gallons of
water. In the course of
'
an 85 mile rampage this
torrent wreaked havoc
with all in its path, destroying or
damaging just over 4,000 homes. The
total property loss has most recently
been estimated at $1.5 billion.
Amazingly, although 11,000 head of
livestock perished, only six people
drowned.
That Day In June is a collection of
nearly 300 reminiscences by people
involved in the disaster, most of them
from the flood area itself. These
excerpts run from a paragraph or two
to several pages, and in a few cases
even longer. The editors have cut out
specific duplications and arranged the
r-*"
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selections into chapters which
systematically cover the flood region
geographically, although barely
touching a few of the lesser known
flood areas, such as the town of
Roberts. They have included a small
introductory chapter which provides
an overview of the course of the flood
waters, plus three topical chapters at
the end which present among other
things responses from those outside
the area who helped with the cleanup.
In addition to short editorial comment
at the beginning of each chapter, the
editors have arranged the responses
into subsections which help in
providing some focus to the hectic
myriad of events after the first news of
impending catastrophe reached people
from the dam site.
The emphasis in the book is on
Rexburg and nearby settlements which
include other predominately Mormon
communities such as Sugar City and
Wilford, and most of the reminiscences
are from Latter-day Saints. This,
however, reflects the major setting of
the disaster-about 80 percent of all
flood victims resided within this
region, Rexburg served as the major
center of relief efforts, and close to 95
percent of the population in this area
at the time of the flood was LDS.
This collection reflects some of the
fear, drama, faith, and altruism of the
first few hours and in some cases first

few days after the dam gave way.
There is much less information on the
major rehabilitation work which
transpired during the first couple of
months. In some detail the shock of
the warning, the escape, and the
dismay as the flood waters created
mayhem were related, along with an
ex~ressionof thankfulness bv each for
t h i safety of his or her famil;.
Although rather repetitious, the book
is still an exciting and at times moving
human interest collection. It is not an
historical or sociological analysis of the
general response to this disaster. There
is almost no attempt to categorize,
generalize, and interpret the overall
response, except narrowly from a
religious point of view. Each
respondent instead tends to reflect his
or her own family's immediate course
of action in the aftermath of the
warning.
As often illustrated in this collection,
many Latter-day Saints placed
religious significance on the events of
the crisis. They saw the hand of the
Lord both in staying the break-up of
the dam until the middle of the day
when people could most easily be
warned, and in small, personal, and
seemingly miraculous events. With
millennialistic orientation they felt the
disaster may have been a sign of the
last days to test and train them. They
also believed the loss of material

Peculiar People
by Calvin ~rondah;

" WE^ LIKE fD ?BANK S\iSIER $T,,ZOISKI FOR HER WW'IR)L
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possessions taught them anew that
their families and religious faith were
most important. These expressions
were common in the Rexburg region
where the flood was cataclysmic, but
toward the end of the flood route
where the danger of lost life was
missing, and the flood was a terrible
nuisance instead of a major disaster,
the religious element was generally
missing from the commentaries.
project the
In the preface the
volume as one in which hope,
courage, love, and hard work, and
optimism are illustrated in the face of
terrible destruction. Many of the short
accounts reflect individual facets of
these qualities. The editors conclude in
the epilogue that the response to the
disaster "included remarkable
cooperation between government,
national, state and local agencies,
various religious groups and
community organizations." Yet the
book relates practically none of this.
Without limiting the spontaneity of the
respondents the editors could well
have elicited some answers which
would have provided, among other
things, some detail supporting such a
conclusion, which would have greatly
broadened the scope of the book.
Outside observers were impressed
with the response of individuals
within the flood zone. However, in
sudden, highly visible, severe, and
widespread impact natural disasters,
as with the Teton flood, people tend to
react spontaneously with a sense of
altruism whatever their background,
although this does not
indefinitely. The significant point in
the Teton disaster was that LDS
Church members had a ready and
tried hierarchical lay priesthood
structure to organize, direct, channel,
and prolong their altruistic impulses,
plus a willingness to be so directed. It
was the organizational response-that
is, the Latter-day Saints acting within
the construct of their religious
institution-which impressed these
observers most. Much of this story is
absent from That Day in \tine. In spite
of this deficiency the volume is still a
very worthwhile and nicely edited
primary collection of personal actions
and teelings from those involved in
the aftermath of the Teton Dam
collapse.
Bruce D. Blumell

1979 Momon History Calendar
This year give a bit of the past.. .your
past, to yourself or a friend for only $4.
The perfect gift, the 1979 Mormon
History Calendar is both personal and
professional, artistic and informative.
The calendar is composed of 13 unusual
and little known photos from our
common history, brief historical explanations of the photo and its period, all
set in an excellent design (Sunstone's
1978 calendar won national and state
design
hi^ year,s photos
include: Rules of the United Order,
prisoners of conscience, incarcerated
Mormon polygamists, a 1922 Swimming
Party at Saltair, among them James E.
Talmage, Joseph Fielding Smith, George
Albert Smith, and J. Golden Kimball,
Samuel and Amanda Chambers, early
Black converts, an inside shot of the
salt~~k~ ~
h E~~~ ~L~~~ G~~~~
~
~
B
~ one o~f utahPs
~ first~ opera, singers,
and Maude May Babcock, the actress
after whom the Babcock Theatre at the
University of Utah is named.
Order now. There is nothing else like it.
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Sunstone
Box 2272
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110

Please send

1979

Mormon History Calendads) to:

Name
Address
City

State

Enclosed is 4.1

Zip

+ 4.25 postage for each calendar
-
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Moving?
Be sure to let us knolrn as soon as
possible. S ~ i n s t o i l r sare not forwarded
because they are mailed bulk rate.
We cannot afford to mail two copies
to subscribers who tail to notify us at
least one month in ad\.ance.
Name
MYold

ZIP

code is

My new address \\.ill be
Bruce Blumell earned his PhD from the
University of Washington and is presently a
Senior Research Histonan for the Historical
Department of the LDS Church

September-October 1978 39

Announcing
a new
Sunstone
publication
In 93 marvelous cartoons, Calvin Grondahl,
political cartoonist for the-~eserefNews, artis:
tically and humorously depicts the Mormon
At $2.95, a great gifi br missionaries, bishops, Relief Society presidents-in
short, anyone who is immersed in LDS living
and likes to laugh will love it. Easy to order.
Easy to mail.

copy(s) of Freeway
Please send
to Perfection to:
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Enclosed is $2.95 + $.25 postage
for each copy.
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